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A psychophysical study was made of post*receptora1 processing In the 
hiMMn visual systea. The first series of experlaents Investigated nonaal 
red-green opponent-colour function by Means of a paradiga In which a white 
auxiliary field was eade spatially coincident with the test field. This 
auxiliary field produced a deep trough In the test spectral sensitivity 
curve at around S80 na, characteristic of opponent-colour processes. The 
efficacy of the paradiga was verified operationally by coaparing thresholds 
for siaple detection with those for colour discriainatlon. The paradigm 
was also used In measurements of field spectral sensitivity, and the upper 
envelope of the resulting spectrally sharpened field curves was shown to 
correspond In shape to the test spectral sensitivity curve. This 
correspondence was thought to be evidence of unitary opponent-colour 
processes underlying direct and adaptatlonal measures of sensitivity, a 
notion which was supported by further experiments In which the test and 
field-envelope curves were affected similarly by the Introduction of 
chromatic adaptation.
The paradiga was exploited in a study of chromatic and luminance 
function In patients with multiple sclerosis or optic neuritis. Equal 
losses in chromatic and luminance sensitivity were revealed, in contrast to 
previous studies. As a control on the procedure, two subjects with 
Inherited red-green deficiencies were also investigated.
The response to time-varying luminance and chromatic stimuli was 
studied using square-wave flicker stimuli in normal subjects and patients 
with multiple sclerosis or optic neuritis. There was a greater reduction 
In luminance CfF than in chromatic CFF, but It was argued that this was a 
result of a general impairment in the ability of demyellnated nerve fibres 
to transmit high-frequency impulses.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Outlino
Th« purpose of the research described In this thesis was to 
Investigate, by psychophysical neans, certain aspects of chronatic and 
tenporal Infomatlon processing In the human visual system. Of particular 
Interest was the post-receptoral processing which mediates colour vision, 
both In the normal pathway and In subjects with certain abnormalities of 
the visual system, either Inherited or acquired. The approach throughout 
this work was to develop and validate Investigatory techniques for the 
normal visual system and then apply them to cases of Impaired vision.
In the following sections, a brief review Is given of the basic 
anatomy, spectral sensitivity, and physiology of the visual system 
(Sections 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4) and of abnormalities which affect colour 
vision (Section 1.5). Section 1.6 then sets out In detail the alms and 
organisation of the present work.
1.2 Anatomy of the visual system
The gross anatomy of the visual system Is summarized 1n Figures 1.1 to 
1.4. Fig. 1.1 shows the structure of the human eye In horizontal section. 
The structure of the human fovea as observed by Polyak (1957) Is shown In 
Fig. 1.2. Fig. 1.3 Is a schematic dIagrM of the ultrafine structure of 
the human retina, drawn by Dowling and Boycott (1966) from their 
electron-mlcroscoplc observations. A schematic diagram of the main neural 
pathways of the human visual system Is shown In F1g. 1.4.
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Figura 1.1 Horizontal sactlon of tha right huaan aya (froa Rodlack. 1973).
Figura 1.2 Stnictura of tha huaan fovaa (froa Polyak. 1957). Lowar skatch 
Shows tha structural coapositlon. Uppar sketch schaaatlzas tha layars. 
labalied thus: Ch. chorold maabrana: 1. pigaant epithallua; 2, rods and 
conas: 4, outer nuclear layer; 5, outer plexlfora layer; 6, inner nuclear 
layer; 7. Inner plexiform layer; 8, ganglion calls; 9, optic nerve fibres.
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1.3 Spectral sensitivity
The spectral sensitivity of the visual systea refers to Its sensitivity 
to laonochroaatlc radiation of varying wavelength (or frequency), which, for 
the huaan visual systea. Is effectively restricted to the range 350 to 
750 na. The spectral content of the light which enters the eye and the 
subsequent neural representation of that light undergo a nuaber of 
raodificatlons before a visual perception occurs. These iK>d1f1cat1ons occur 
at three stages.
1.3.1 Pre>receptora1 absorbance
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The spectral content of the light Itself Is aodifled by the 
non-photolablle pigaents of the ocular aedla. The cornea, the aqueous and 
vitreous huaours, the lens, and the aacular pigaent each have specific 
absorbance spectra. The aost laportant aodifying Influences are the lens 
and the aacular pigaent (Ruddock, 1972; Uyszecki and Stiles, 1982); their 
absorbance spectra are well known (see Figs. 1.5(a,b)) and can be allowed 
for. If necessary, when aeasurlng the spectral response of the visual 
systea (e.g. Noreland and Kerr. 1979).
Figure 1.9 (a) The optical density, 0, of living huaan lenses through the 
visible spectrum. Curves are labelled with the age of the observer.
(b) The optical density, 0, of human macular pigaent through the visible 
spectrum. (From Ruddock. 1972.)
1.J.2 Photortctptor stnsitivlty
Th« sptctral stnsitivlty of tht plgatnt In an Individual photortctptor 
dtflnts tht probability of absorbanct of a photon as a function of Its 
froQutncy. It has 1009 boon undtrstood that In the normal human ratina 
thrtt cont p l a n t s  of d1fftr1n9 sptctral sensitivity exist. Thomas 
Young’s proposal In 1802 (sea Brindley. 1960, for historical review) was 
the closest to the modem theory of trichromacy. The three fundamentals of 
colour vision have fre<}uent1y been given hue names, but In this thesis I 
shall refer to them as short-wavelength (S) sensitive, medium-wavelength 
(N) sensitive, and long-wavelength (L) sensitive. Confirmation of 
trichromacy came from colour-matching experiments In which a test stimulus 
Is matched by a maximum of three primaries (In the normal subject), one 
from each of the S, M. and L regions of the spectrum. The classic studies 
of W.O. Wright (see Wright, 1946) provided reliable quantitative 
colour-matching characteristics, Illustrated In Fig. 1.6. The spectral 
sensitivity of putative Individual classes of photoreceptors have been 
measured In vitro, by microspectrophotometry, and In vivo, by 
psychophysical means, the most Influential method being the two-colour 
threshold technique of W.S. Stiles.
P«9* S
HlcrospectTOphotometry. This technique allows for measurements. In 
vitro, of the absorbance spectra of single photoreceptors; the basic method 
Is that a beam of monochromatic light, of variable wavelength, 1$ passed 
through an Isolated rod or cone outer segment, the transmittance Is 
measured, and the absorbance then calculated. In 1964 Narks et a1. and 
Brown and Wald published the first mlcrospectrophotoamtrlc (HSP) 
measurements of. respectively, macaque monkey and human cones. The 
technique was then not accurate to more than about 20 nm. but It did 
provide the first non-behavloural evidence of the existence of three cone
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Figure 1.6 Colour Batching curves showing the relative luminances of the 
three matching stlaull (blue, 460 nn; green. 530 nm; red, 650 nta) for the 
equal energy spectrum (froM Wright, 1946).
Figure 1.7 Average spectral sensitivity of the four human photoreceptors, 
measured by «Icrospectrophotometry (from Dartnall et al.. 1983).
types, each containing a single visual plgnent. (A review of MSP In Its 
early stages was given by Liebaian (1972).) Significant advances have been 
■ade since then, as listed by MacNichol et al■ (1983) and BowMker (1984). 
Nonetheless, MacNichol (1986) points out that there are still llaltatlons 
that are soaetlaes overlooked. For exanple, ”In aost MSP aeasureaents on 
saall outer segments (OS) the optical density (00) a«asureaents at 
wavelengths In which 00 Is less than S-10% of U s  peak value are 
Meaningless due to the Inherent noise ...” (MacNichol, 1986, p. 1S44-5).
The absorbance spectra of Many Isolated huaan photoreceptors have now been 
Measured (Dartnall et al.. 1983) In addition to those of other prlaates 
(e.g. NacNIchol et al.. 1983; Bowaaker et al.. 1983). Fig. 1.7 shows the 
average absorbance spectra obtained by Oartnall et al. (1983). The 
wavelength of peak sensitivity for L-, N-, and S-sens1t1ve cones, and rods 
were, respectively, 5S8.4(+5.2) na, 530.8(+3.5) na, 419.0(+3.6) na, and 
496.3(t2.3) na.
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Two-colour threshold technique. W.S. Stiles developed the two-colour 
threshold technique, and In a classic series of experlaents used It to 
derive the spectral sensitivities of S-, M-, and L-sens1t1ve aechanlsas of 
the hwaan eye (see collected papers In Stiles, 1978, review by Enoch, 1972, 
and discussion In Wyszecki and Stiles, 1982). The ala of Stiles’ work was 
suaaarized by Enoch (1972, p.538) thus: 'Assuaing the presence of aore than 
one color vision mechanlsa, Stiles sought to Isolate or reveal the 
Individual color coaponents by selectively reducing the sensitivity (or 
Influence) of coapetlng aechanlsas.*. The Methodology used was as follows. 
The eye Is fully adapted to a large, typically 10-deg dlaaeter, 
Monochroaatic aaln or conditioning field of wavelength p on which Is 
presented the aonochroaatic test stiaulus, typically 1 deg dlaaeter, 
duration 200 as and wavelength X (see Fig. 1.8a). The Increaent threshold. 
Intensity N., of the test stlaulus Is Measured for a series of different
(•)
o
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Figurt 1.8 (a) Stimlua configuration typically used to Measure Stiles’ v 
mechanlsMS. (1) Appearance to the subject. (11) and (111) Schenatlc 
representations of the stimulus configuration.
(b) The seven foveal v mechanisms found by H.S. Stiles (from Enoch, 1972).
Mln-f1eld Intensities. Including • 0. The results can be plotted 
as a thrcshold-versus'lntensity (tvl) curve. Stiles found that» with aany 
coablnatlons of x and p, tvl curves with two or three branches, each 
attributable to a different colour aechanisa, were obtained. Two types of 
spectral sensitivity curve can be derived froa the tvl curves. First, a 
field spectral sensitivity (FSS) can be obtained by fixing the test-flash 
wavelength (chosen to preferentially stimulate a particular colour 
Mchanisa) and aeasurlng a series of tvl curves with different aaln-fleld
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raise the test-flash-threshold Intensity, one log unit above Its value 
when • 0 Is obtained from the tvl curve. Second, a test spectral 
sensitivity (TSS) can be obtained by fixing the naln-fleld wavelength and 
varying the test-field wavelength.
The result of Stiles* research was the description of a set of 
mechanisms each of which has a fixed spectral sensitivity which can be 
measured (within experimental constraints) by varying the wavelength of 
either the test field or the main field. Stiles* early work (Stiles, 1939) 
seemed to show that there were three mechanisms for foveal vision (and an 
additional one for extrafoveal vision) each of which was an Independent 
association of photoreceptors (cones or rods). The scheme, unfortunately, 
proved to be more complicated, and Stiles (19S3) Introduced the neutral 
term ■ mechanism. Stiles found seven foveal t mechanisms, some more 
clearly defined than others. The t mechanisms do, however, fall Into three 
groups according to the spectral region of peak sensitivity. These are:
Vj, and W y  S-sensItIve mechanisms: and «^*, M-$ens1t1ve mechanisms;
and v^ and v^*, (.-sensitive mechanisms. The spectral sensitivities of 
these mechanisms are shown In Fig. 1.8b.
Stiles' three sain colour Bechanisas, (peaking at 440 na),
(peaking at 540 na), and (fairly flat-topped over the region 540 to 
600 na), have been shown to be «#e11-fHted by the results of cone NSP 
(Bowaaker et a1.. 1978; Bowaaker and Dartnall, 1980) if suitable 
assuaptlons are aade about the length of cones and pre-receptora1 
absorption losses. It has also been shown possible to express v^, and 
as a linear coablnatlon of the saall-fleld colour-matching functions 
(Estevez and Cavonlus, 1977, Pugh and Sigel, 1978). A nuaber of recent 
Investigations have examined whether Individual t aechanisms do represent 
the quantum catch of Individual classes of cones; a review Is given In 
Section 1.3.3.
To obtain spectral sensitivities by measuring a series of tvl curves Is 
time-consuaing. de Vries (1946) was probably the first to use a aethod of 
direct adjustaent of main-field Intensity In order to obtain FSS curves.
In this aethod the test-flash Intensity Is fixed at the desired Increaent 
above absolute threshold (that Is test-flash threshold when ■ 0), and 
for a series of main-field wavelengths the Intensity of the main field Is 
adjusted to return the test flash to threshold. The aethod has been 
criticized (Mollon and Polden, 1977; Sigel and Pugh, 1980) but If 
sufficient precautions are taken to guard against transient adaptation 
effects then the method Is fast and accurate (Foster, 1961).
1.3.3 Post-receptoral processing
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Opponent-processes theories. The theory of trichromacy, outlined In 
Section 1.3.2, explains colour vision solely In terms of the three types of 
cone receptor, yet soae perceptual aspects of colour vision are not easily 
represented In terms of such a simple model. For example, unique spectral 
yellow (with no tinge of red or green) can be matched perfectly by a
■Ixturt of rod «nd green light. In addition, adaptation to a red chroaatlc 
stlaulus gives a green conpleaentary iMge and vice versa. Such sensations 
can only be explained by postulating post-receptoral neural Bechanlsas In 
which signals froa different cone types oppose each other. This type of 
neural «echanisa Is the basis for opponent-process theories, which 
originate froa Ewald Hering. The theory was revived by Jaaeson and Hurvich 
(19SS; Hurvich and Jaaeson, 1957; Jaaeson, 1972). Guth and Lodge (1973) and 
Ingling and Tsou (1977) developed niaaerlcally sophisticated versions of 
these theories. In general, such a theory usually asswes two parallel 
systeas that process signals froa the three cone aechanisas. One systea Is 
an opponent-colour systea, typically signalling hue, which transalts cone 
signals that are coablned with different signs. The other Is a 
non-opponent systea, typically signalling lualnance, which transalts cone 
signals that are coablned with the saae sign. The opponent-colour or 
chroaatic systea is usually supposed to consist of two channels: the 
red-green channel, in which signals froa L-sens1t1ve cones oppose signals 
froa N-sens1t1ve cones; and a blue-yellow channel In which signals froa 
S-sens1t1ve cones oppose signals froa both L- and H-sens1t1ve cones. The 
relative responses of these channels were aeasured by Jaaeson and Hurvich 
(1955) using a aethod of hue-cancellation. Such functions, calculated for 
the 1931 CIE standard observer, are shown In Fig. 1.9 (curves with 
syabols).
Ps9* n
The lualnance or achroaatic or non-opponent, systea was originally 
postulated to consist of a single channel which coablnes signals froa all 
cone types; there Is controversy, however, about the size, If any, of the 
contribution of signals froa S-sensUlve cones. The relative responsivlty 
of this systea was also aeasured by Jaaeson and Hurvich (1955); the 
function calculated for the 1931 CIE standard observer Is indicated by the 
solid line In Fig. 1.9.
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Mgur« 1.9 Spectral distributions of opponent response processes for the 
CIE standard observer (froa Hurvich and Jaaeson, 1962).
There has been much discussion in the literature on the properties and 
functional organisation of the luainance and opponent-colour systeas, soae 
details of which are reviewed in the following sections.
Post-rtctptor«1 proctssiriq rtvMl»d by psychophysic«! ttchnioms. Th* 
characttrlsties of tht chroMtIc, oppon»nt*co1our systM and tht 
•chroMtIc» non-opponent systea as detennined psychophysicelly have been 
formilated In detail In recent years. It should be eaphasized that the 
proposed characteristics, outlined below, relate to general 
psychophysical1y defined opponent-colour and non-opponent systeas. The 
aaln properties of opponent and non-opponent processes are as follows.
I. Relative to the non-opponent systea, the opponent-colour systea has 
poorer high spatial-frequency response, or greater spatial Integration (van
der Horst et__1967; van der Horst and Bouaan, 1969; Hllz and Cavonlus,
1970; Granger and Heurtley, 1973; King-Salth and Carden, 1976; Stemhela
et al■. 1978; Stroaever et a1.. 1978ab; Stroaeyer and Sternhela, 1981; 
Mullen, 1985).
II. Relative to the non-opponent systea, the opponent-colour systea has 
poorer high teaporal-frequency response, or greater teaporal Integration 
(de Lange, 1958; Regan and Tyler, 1971; King-Salth and Carden, 1976; Kelly 
and van Norren, 1977; Toihurst, 1977; Stemhela et al.. 1978; Stroaeyer
et al.. 1978ab; Stemhela et al. 1979; see also Klingaaan et al., 1980; 
Bowen, 1981; Dain and King-Salth, 1981).
III. The sensitivity of the non-opponent systea Is preferentially depressed 
by white (achroaatic) background fields of aoderate to high Intensity 
(King-Salth and Carden, 1976; King-Salth and Kranda, 1981).
P«9« 13
1v. Signals froa S-sensItIve cones are thought not to have access to the 
lualnance systea (Guth et al.. 1968; Nollon and Krauskopf, 1973; Salth and 
Pokomy, 1975; Stroaeyer et al., 1978c, 1979). A recent study by Blythe et 
(1986) (see below), however, shows that S-sensItIve cones can
contrltMJte to a lualnance channel« although« as the authors recognize« 
their data did not Indicate the size of this contribution.
By choosing stlaull according to these properties It Is possible to 
Measure« psychophysically, activity of either the opponent-colour systeM or 
the luMlnance systeM.
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Test spectral sensitivities on white backgrounds. The shape of a TSS 
curve Is detenalned by the MechanIsM or iiechanlsMS which Mediate detection 
of the test flash, and these MechanIsMS In turn are detenilned by the 
stiMulus paraMeters as described above. A nuMber of researchers have Made 
use of a particular paradIgM In which the test flash Is relatively large, 
say 1-deg dIaMeter, and of relatively long duration, say 200 m s , and the 
background Is white and of dlaweter, say 10 deg. This paradIgM was probably 
first used by Stiles and Crawford (1933)« although they Made their Most 
detailed MeasureMents using a white surround to the test field. The TSS 
curves they obtained« shown In Figure 1.10« have three peaks. For the 
foveal curves these peaks occurred In the S region of the spectruM at 
around 440 nM, In the H region at 538 nM, and In the L region at 602 nM 
(Means over two subjects). Stiles and Crawford (1933) Initially concluded 
(p. 527) that *A close connection of the three Maxlwa at 0.44 p, 0.54 p and 
0.60 p, with the three Mechanises postulated by the trlchroeatlc theory Is 
Indicated.*. Stiles (1978) later explained that this original conclusion 
had been Misleading, stating *The proposal to represent the resulting 
foveal spectral sensitivity as a linear combination of fixed component 
sensitivities was soon realized to be Inconsistent with any acceptable 
shapes of these component curves.” (see Stiles, 1978, Chapter I). Instead 
It has been suggested that the peaks represent activity in opponent-colour 
channels. Evidence leading to this suggestion Is reviewed In Chapter 3.
Figur« 1.10 Test spectral sensitivity for a test flash with a large white 
surround. Each box shows data for a different subject, (from Stiles and 
Crawford, 1933).
Fi«td wOv»l»f%9<h. ran
Figure 1.11 Sharpened field spectral sensitivity curves (filled symbols) 
compared with field spectral sensitivity of the and mechanisms (open 
symbols) from the same subject (from foster, 1981).
Sharpened field spectral sensItlyltUs. Recent Investigations have 
shown that If the FSS curves of the L- and M-sensItIve Mechanises, normally 
corresponding to and i^, are measured using a paradigm which would tend 
to favour detection by the opponent-colour system, then the resultant FSS 
curves show peaks at around 530 or 605 nm. Thus Foster (1979, 1980, 1981) 
Introduced a monochromatic *aux111ary* field spatially coincident with the 
test field. In measurements of the L-sensItIve mechanism he used a green 
auxiliary field, and In measurements of the M-scns1t1ve mechanism he used a 
red auxiliary field. The resultant FSS curves were narrower than the 
corresponding n mechanisms and had peak sensitivity displaced In opposite 
directions along the wavelength scale to around 530 nm (from 540 nm) for 
the M-sens1t1ve mechanism and to around 605 nm (from around 560 nm) for the 
L-sensItIve mechanism (see Fig 1.11). Foster referred to this displacement 
and narrowing as ^spectral sharpening’. He explained the effect of the 
spatially coincident auxiliary field In terms of the greater vulnerability 
of the non-opponent system, compared to the opponent-colour system, to the 
high spatial-frequency masking that would occur at the coincident 
boundaries of the test and auxiliary fields. Foster showed that reduction 
of test-flash duration reduced or abolished spectral sharpening, consistent 
with the evidence reviewed above, that the opponent-colour system has 
greater temporal Integration than the non-opponent system. Further, 
spectral sharpening did not occur for the S-sensItIve mechanism, consistent 
with evidence that S-$ens1t1ve cones Input only to opponent-colour pathways 
In this detection task. Foster showed that the action spectrum of the 
process producing spectral sharpening of the L-sensItIve mechanism 
coincides with that of the spectrally sharpened N-sen$1t1ve mechanism.
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Finkelstein and Hood (1981) showed FSS curves for the L-sensItIve 
mechanism which were spectrally sharpened In a manner analagous to that 
described above. In their paradigm they used a large white background
field (which would tend to favour detection bjr the opponent-colour systea, 
see above) and a aain field of variable wavelength, which had duration 
SOO ■$ and onset coincident with that of the test flash. The curves 
obtained showed a dip at around S80 ne. They were Investigating the effect 
previously called *cone saturation', and showed that, In fact, the effect 
Is a result of opponent processes. They do not explicitly recognize that 
the teeporal coincidence of the onsets of the test and main flashes would 
tend to cause teaporal «asking of the non-opponent systee. In a further 
paper Finkelstein and Hood (1982) using the same paradige but with a S80 ne 
test, obtained FSS curves which had sharp peak at around S40 nm, a dip at 
around S80 ne, and a secondary peak or shoulder at about 600 ne. These 
curves, apart froe the sharp drop In sensitivity at short wavelengths, are 
reelniscent of those produced by Stiles and Crawford (1933) for TSS on a 
large white background (see above).
Spatlo-teeporal filters. Ruddock and his colleagues developed a 
paradige designed to Investigate spatial and teeporal pathways In huean 
vision (Barbur and Ruddock, 1960ab; Holliday and Ruddock, 1983); a eoving 
test stieulus was presented on backgrounds which were modulated spatially, 
teeporally, or both. Two spatlo-teeporal filters were found with 
properties which reseeble those for single cells (see Section 1.4). Thus 
filter STl (reseebling X-cells) has responses which are relatively 
high-frequency spatially, sustained (low pass) teeporally, and opponent; 
whereas filter ST2 (reseebling Y-cells) has responses which are relatively 
low-frequency spatially, transient (band pass) temporally, and 
non-opponent. Blythe et al. (1986) Investigated the contributions from
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adaptation grating. The data for were similar to those for and white 
light, showing that S-sensItIve cones can contribute to luminance channels. 
Interestingly, however, a TSS curve measured for test- and main-field
wav«ler>gths which would IsoUtt and using the aaln-fleld eodulatlons 
designed to Isolate ST2 (Blythe et al.. 1986, Fig. 2b), was reminiscent of 
the sharpened L field curve obtained by Foster (1981).
What processes contribute to i mechanisms? Stiles t mechanisms have 
been Investigated In recent years by means of tests of field additivity and 
silent substitution among others. These Investigations are reviewed 
briefly here as the results are relevant to the present discussion. For 
the mechanisms and It was concluded (e.g. Pugh and Hollon, 1979) that 
neural signals pass along one pathway with two sites of attenuation, the 
first controlled by the S-sensItIve cones alone, and the second by an 
opponent signal.
A similar model was arrived at for the mechanisms and by Wandell 
and Pugh (1980). The second site does attenuate the signal If the test 
flash Is of long duration and If the background field Is spectrally neutral 
with respect to the second site. These authors also postulate a second 
iKKJel which contains a second pathway which Is controlled only by 
L-sensItIve cones. Further, they suggest that and are not distinct 
mechanisms and they propose a new tv1*curve template which defines 
sensitivity of the L-sensItlve cones. Results obtained by Reeves (1982a), 
however, led him to conclude that detection Is never mediated by 
L'sensitive cones alone, but that the signal Is controlled either by 
non-opponent or opponent sites.
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For the M-sensItIve mechanisms there Is also controversy; Sigel and 
Brousseau (1982), by testing the field displacement law, concluded that 
detection by and i^* Is always mediated by achromatic, non-opponent 
pathways: whereas Reeves (1982b) tested silent substitution and claimed 
that detection Is mediated through an opponent site. The difference here
■Ight slaply reflect the different teaperel aspects of the paradiges.
1.4 Single-cell neurophysiology
The spatial and tenporal characteristics of the opponent-colour systea 
described above relate to general, psychophysical 1y defined, 
opponent-colour and non-opponent systeas. Such systeas aay reflect the 
activity of enseables of retinal cells that. Individually, have spatial 
characteristics (Gouras, 1968; de Monasterio and Gouras, 197S; de 
Monasterio, 1978) different froa cells In soae areas of visual cortex 
(Gouras, 1972; Dow and Gouras, 1973; Zeki, 1977). As Mollon (1982) has 
cautioned, the various psychophysical and electrophyslological 
characterizations of opponent-colour processes need not always coincide 
(see also Ingling, 1978, and King-Salth and Carden, 1978).
Single-cell research In priaates only will be considered here, as 
colour vision In these aniaals aost closely approaches that In huaans. The 
spatial and teapora! properties of retinal ganglion cells have recently 
been reviewed by Robson (1986). The aajority of ganglion cells have 
receptive fields organised In a circular concentric centre-surround aanner, 
with antagonisa, or opponency, between centre and surround. There are 
on-centre and off-centre cells which are both sub-divided Into X-, Y-, and 
Q-cells with different properties thus:
1. Receptive-field centre size: X-cel1s have saaller centres than do Y- and 
Q-cells: X-cells are therefore wore sensitive to fine spatial frequencies.
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11. Responsivlty: Q-cells have lower responsivlty than do X- or Y-cells.
111. Duration of dlschargt: convantlonalty, X>co11s, with discharge 
reaalnlng at>ove the resting level for a «InlMM of 30 s. are teraed 
sustained; Y* and Q-cells, with discharge returning to the resting level 
within 30 s, are teraed transient. On a shorter tiae scale (less than 1 s, 
probably acre laportant functionally), however, there Is little difference 
between X- and Y-cells, and, further, there Is essentially no difference 
between their teaporal frequency responses.
1v. Spectra!1y*dependent opponency: In the X-cell the centre and surround 
receive signals froa different cone classes, leading to a colour-opponent 
signal. In the slaplest case the centre Is driven by L*sens1t1ve (or 
N-sensItIve) cones, and the surround Is driven by H-sensItIve (or 
L-sensItIve) cones. The Y>ce11 generally has no spectrally-dependent 
antagonisa. The Q-cell appears to show opponency between S*sens1t1ve-cone 
signals and signals froa H- and L-sensItIve cones.
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de Nonasterlo (1984) has reviewed In detail the spectral signals of 
aacaque aonkey neurones. There are five aaln types of retinal ganglion 
cell. Types I, III, and IV possess the typical centre-surround field 
described above, whereas types II and V do not. Geniculate cells have been 
found which correspond to types I to IV. The spectral properties of these 
cells are sumtarlzed below. The following conventions are used In the 
suaaary:
I. the Input to a centre or to a surround 1$ enclosed In brackets.
II. - Indicates spectral opponency, which usually occurs between a centre 
and surround; spectral opponency can occur within a centre or surround, and 
thus double-opponency can arise.
III. * Indicates suMoatlon.
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Typ« I: 70% are (L)-(M) )
10% ar« (L)-(N*S)
or (M)-(L+S) )
20% are {S)*(L-M) )
Type n  ($)-(L-H) )
Type 111 (S+N+L)-(S^L)
Type IV (S«tkL)-($«L)
spectrally opponent cells
spectrally doub1e*opponent cells
spectrally non-opponent cells
cells with opponency coo^)ressed 
towards spectral extreaes
The type I l-N or N-L cells» which are the lujorlty of X-cells, have 
soewtlMS been considered to eedlate opponent-colour processes as found In 
the psychophysical aeasureaents described above. A sinple correspondence, 
however, does not exist between spatial and temporal properties of 
receptive fields and those of the psychophysically defined opponent-colour 
channel. For example, some cells show achromatic or colour-opponent 
signals according to the temporal frequency of the test stimulus (Gouras 
and Zrenner, 1979). Ingling and Hartinez-Urlegas (1985) have shown, 
theoretically, that the type I L-N or N-L cell could give rise to four 
different signals: achromatic spatial-band pass temporal-low pass; 
achromatic spatial-low pass temporal-band pass; chromatic spatial-band pass 
temporal-band pass; and chromatic spatial-low pass temporal-low pass. Of 
these, the last corresponds best to the opponent-colour channel defined 
psychophysically, yet It Is only one of a number of possible signals.
l.S Acquired and Inherited visual deficiencies
There are a number of conditions In which colour vision function Is 
deficient. These conditions may be Inherited or acquired. The present 
work Included an Investigation of acquired deficiencies arising In the 
demyellnating diseases multiple sclerosis (NS) and optic neuritis (ON); 
these are usually considered to result In red-green colour deficiencies and 
can also lead to other Impairment In visual function. Also Investigated,
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for coaparlson, were Inherited red*green deficiencies.
1.5.1 Inherited red*green deficiencies
The Inherited red-green deficiencies are traditionally subdivided 
according to colour-aatchlng data. Thus they can be divided Into two M j o r  
types: the protan type Involving the L-sensItIve Bechanlsa; and the deutan 
type Involving the M-sensItIve eechanlsa. Both types are subdivided Into 
two: the dlchroeats, who require only two prlearles to «atch any test 
colour, and thus appear to possess only two cone pigaents (a reduction 
systea); and the anoaalous trichroaats, who require three primaries In 
colour aatching but whose watches differ froa those of norwal trichroaats, 
and thus appear to have two normal and one abnormal cone pigment (an 
alteration system). This classification depends on small field (2^) data; 
for large fields the data are more complex. The substantial literature on 
Inherited colour deficiencies has been reviewed by Hurvich (1972) and 
Pokomy et al. (1979). The tritan deficiencies, which Involve the 
S-sensItIve mechanism, and which appear to have similar forms to those of 
the protan and deutan deficiencies, though with a different node of 
Inheritance, will not be considered here. The characteristics of red-green 
defective vision are given In Table 1.1 (from Pokomy et al., 1979).
Uright stressed the Importance of data from subjects with Inherited 
deficiencies to the study of colour vision - ”the basic data which have to 
be explained by any acceptable theory of normal and defective colour 
vision, and their analysis may Itself assist in the discovery of the 
underlying causes of colour blindness and even of the nature of the 
physiological processes Involved In colour perception.* (Uright, 1946, 
p.291).

Nunerous theories explaining this group of deficiencies have been 
proposed. One group of theories depend on the assueptlon that It Is Indeed 
the photoplgnents which are affected, with dIchroMcy being a reduction 
systea and anoaalous trlchroaacy being an alteration systea. The latter 
theories have In coiMon an Inheritance scheae Involving aultiple alleles 
(see Pokorny et al.. 1979, for review). Briefly, there are two genetic 
loci for the alleles controlling red*green colour vision (both of which are 
situated on the portion of the X chroaosoae which Is nonhoaologous with the 
Y chroaosoae). The alleles which can occupy the protan locus are 
hypothesized to be for noraal colour vision, two (or acre) foras of 
protanoaaly (sleple to extreae), and protanopla. Equivalent alleles can 
occupy the deutan locus. The theories differ In their explanation of the 
effects of the alleles. It is generally accepted that dichroaacy Is a 
reduction systea In which either the N-sens1t1ve or the L-$ens1t1ve pigaent 
Is alssing. There are variations around this basic foraat. Wald (1966) 
assuaed a noraal cone aosalc with each cone containing one of the two 
reaalning pigaents. Vos and Walraven (1971), however, postulated a reduced 
cone aosalc In which only the cones which would noraally contain the 
reaalning pigaents are functional. A further variation Is that the 
abnoraal gene In dichroaacy encodes a photopigaent either Identical to the 
reaalning noraal pigaent (Ruddock and Naghshineh, 1974) or nearly so 
(Plantanida, 1974). The reduction hypothesis In general has received 
support froa recent MSP aeasureaents perforaed on photoreceptors froa the 
eye of a deuteranope which showed noraal L-sens1t1ve cones with no evidence 
of M'sensitive cones (Oartnall et al.. 1963) and froa aolecular genetics 
(see below).
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Anoaalous trichroaacy is generally accepted to be an alteration systea, 
again with variations. Wald (1966) assuaed that the anoaalous pigaent for 
protanoaaly differed froa that for deuteranoaaly. de Vries (1948)
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described the Schouten hypothesis that an anoaalous pigaent wes coNeon to 
both anosMlous trIchroMcles; no overlap, however, Is found between various 
estlaates for the protanoaalous and deuteranoaalous plgaents (Pokorny and 
Salth, 1977). Ruddock and Naghshineh (1974) suggested that the anoaaly aay 
result froa an adaixture of two normal photopigaents In a single cone. 
Further, If the ratio of the pigaents within a cone varies between 
Individuals, then the range of severity of anomalous trichroaacy froa near 
normal to near dichromatic Is explained. This range Is evidenced by 
Rayleigh matching data (Hlllls and Farnsworth, 1952, cited In Hurvich,
1972, see Fig. 1.12), and by wavelength discrimination data (Uright, 1946, 
see Fig. 1.13).
Alpern and his colleagues (eg. Alpem and Hoeller, 1977) proposed an 
alternative to the multiple allele theory Involving only two alleles (for 
normal and defective colour vision) at each locus. Natural variation, of 
7-8 nm. In the x-max of each photopigment was supposed to account for the 
range from simple anomaly to dichromacy. At the protan locus the normal 
allele would encode for L-sensItIve pigment, whereas the defective allele 
would encode for M-sensItIve pigment. At the deutan locus the normal 
allele would encode for N-sens1t1ve pigment whereas the defective allele 
would encode for L-sen$1t1ve pigment. Thus a protan would have an allele 
for N-sensItIve pigment at both loci: If the X-max of the two M-sensItIve 
pigments were similar then protanopla would result; If far apart then the 
Individual would be protanomalous. The total range of 7-8 nm In the x-max, 
however. Is Insufficient to explain the greater Incidence In the population 
of anomaly than of dichromacy (see discussion In Pokomy et al., 1979).
Of relevance to this debate Is the recent work of Nathans and his 
colleagues on the molecular genetics of human colour vision. In 
colour-normal males (Nathans et al.. 1986a) there was one L gene (gene
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Figure 1.12 Reyleigh Hatching data, showing the range froM normal (N) 
through protanomaly to protanopia (P) and through deuteranonaly to 
deuteranopia (0). U denotes subjects unclassified by other colour vision 
tests (froa Hurvich, 1972).
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Figure 1.13 Uavelength d1scr1»1n«t1on curves showing the range of severity 
of Impairment In anomalous trichromats^ from near normal to near 
dichromatic: (a) data for protanomalous observers: (b) data for 
deuteranomalous observers. (From Pokomy et a1.. 1979, after Wright,
1946.)
governing the L-sens1t1ve plgaent) but variation In the nuaber of M genes. 
This was explained by the high slallarlty of the M and L genes and their 
adjacent positions on the X chroaiosoM: alsallgnaient of genetic Material 
could therefore occur during aelosls which in turn could lead to unequal 
crossing over In the Intergenic region resulting In a chromsoae with more 
than one M gene. Nathans et al. (1966b) Investigated dichroaats and 
anoaalous trlchroauts (slaple to extreae) and proposed unequal crossing 
over In the Intragenic region to explain the range of L/H hybrid genes 
which were found: the ratio of L/M genetic Material In the region encoding 
for spectral sensitivity correlated with Rayleigh aatch perforaance; 
further, dlchroaats had cither only L or only N genes, or one nomal gene 
(L or N) plus a hybrid gene In which the ratio of L/M genetic Material was 
such that the pigaent would have Identical or very slallar spectral 
sensitivity to that of the pigaent produced by the normal gene.
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Hurvich and Jaaeson (1962; Hurvich, 1972) postulated a theory of 
defective colour vision In terms of deficiencies In the opponent-colour 
systeM In addition to possible changes In photoplgaent absorption spectra. 
Thus a dichroaat would have three photopigaents (which way or aay not be 
normal) but no red-green opponency (I.e. a collapse system). Hurvich and 
Jaaeson believe that the dichroaat's perception of ’white* predicates three 
cone pigments. (The data froa MSP and molecular genetics, cited above, 
however, contradict this part of the theory; see also Section 6.1.1.) 
Anomalous trichromats would have three photopigaents all of which (In the 
original theory) would be abnormal, and varying degrees of reduction in 
red-green opponency; the latter would explain the range In anomalous visual 
behaviour mentioned above. Reduction In red-green opponency with no 
alteration of the photoplgaents was postulated to explain the data for 
’normal* trichromats who have normal midpoints on the Rayleigh match but 
extended ranges.
1.5.2 NuUlplt sclerosis end optic neuritis
Multiple sclerosis (MS) Is one of the denyellnatlng diseases (see 
Waxaan, 1983, for review). Optic neuritis (OM) occurs at s o m  stage In the 
course of the disease In about 70% of NS patients; additionally, of 
patients who present Initially with ON, about 70% will go on to develop NS 
(Perkin and Rose, 1979). Interestingly, at post mortesi 100% of MS patients 
Investigated had lesions In the optic pathways (Luesden, 1970). In view of 
the close relationship between ON and MS, the two will be considered 
together for the present work. A typical attack of ON starts with pain In 
the affected eye, quickly followed by loss of vision which eay or nay not 
be coeplete, and which usually consists of a central scotoea. Both acuity 
and colour vision can return to nonaal In a few weeks. As the disease 
progresses accoapanled by sore frequent relapses, there Is often residual 
visual loss In the reailsslon phase. Differential diagnosis of ON has been 
described by Heron (1986). Studies on the pathogenesis of ON have been 
reviewed by McDonald (1986).
Processing of visual Inforutlon, Measured psychophysically. Is often 
lapalred In subjects with MS or ON or both (Foster, 1986; Hess and Plant, 
1986). The next section reviews some of these data.
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luMlnance threshold. Abnoraally raised lualnance thresholds have been 
shown In certain patients with previous retrobulbar neuritis (RBN) (Burde 
and Gall In, 1975; Hanes, 1976). Further, Hanes (1976) noted that 
variability In luminance threshold was abnormal In certain patients 
recovering from RBN. Patterson et al. (1980) found significantly raised 
luminance thresholds at high background luminance levels In a selected 
group of patients with NS who had suffered no previous visual symptoms In 
the eye tested, although all had subcllnical optic neuropathy as evidenced
by visual field defects. The authors had preselected patients who showed 
Increasea variability of lualnance threshold; threshold variability In 
norval subjects regained substantially constant with Increasing background 
lualnance, whereas, for the NS patients, variability Increased rapidly. 
Patterson et al. (1980) suggested that either ephaptic transalsslon 
(Rasalnsky, 1978), or Intenilttent conduction block (Rasalnsky and Sears, 
1972), could be the underlying cause of this variability.
Colour discrialnatlon. Patients recovering fro« ON often report that 
colours look ‘washed out’ or desaturated (Burde and Gallln, 1975; Glaser, 
1976), and a recent report by a patient with ON gives a detailed account of 
the changing nature of such effects (NacKarell, 1986). These subjective 
impressions are paralleled by a loss In colour discrimination, as measured 
with the 100-Hue Test (Cox, 1961a; Griffin and Uray, 1978; Verriest, 1963), 
and by wavelength discrimination (Cox, 1961b). Acquired colour 
deficiencies have been classified according to the axis of major 
discrimination loss (Verriest, 1963). In NS and ON the loss Is generally 
reported to be of a red-green type, or, specifically, a Verriest Type II 
acquired red-green defect, but this Is not always so (e.g. Ohta, 1970, 
cited In Pokomy et al.. 1979).
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Colour mechanisms The colour mechanisms of the eye have been measured 
In acquired deficiencies by Narré (see Narre, 1979,) using Wald’s technique 
of selective chromatic adaptation (Wald, 1966). Narré found reduction In 
sensitivity of all three colour mechanisms In patients with ON. Wald’s 
technique. In which a TSS curve for each colour mechanism Is obtained on a 
bright broadband chromatic main field. Is related to Stile’s two-colour 
threshold technique (Section 1.3.2) In which both test and main fields are 
monochromatic. Horeland et al. (1977; Nalone et al. 1978) developed a 
variation of Stiles’ technique for clinical Investigations, which could be
used In the study of colour vision deficiencies In NS and ON. Their 
technique consisted of a aonochroMtlc test field which was superlaposed on 
a BonochroMtlc «aln field, which In turn was superlnposed on a broadband 
chroMtIc adaptation field. FSS curves were obtained by the nethod of 
direct field adjustaent. The technique enploys moderate Intensities.
Opponent-colour and luminance systems. Acquired colour deficiencies 
have also been classified In terms of post-receptoral processes (Pokomy et 
a1., 1979). Some data suggest that In NS and ON, chromatic function may 
suffer more severe Impairment than luminance function. The data of 
Fallowfleld and Krauskopf (1984) Indicate a selective loss of chromatic 
sensitivity In patients with NS or ON; their method, however. Is subject to 
criticism (see Section 7.3.3). Nullen and Plant (1986) also found that, on 
average, patients with ON, or NS and ON, have more severely impaired 
chromatic sensitivity, but some Individual patients showed an equal loss of 
chromatic and luminance sensitivity.
Other studies have Indicated that luminance function may be the more 
severely Impaired. Alvarez et al♦ (1982) presented averaged data for 
detection of 1-Hz and 25-Hz flickering test fields on a large white 
background field. Patients with RBN showed a loss of sensitivity for both 
paradigms but the greater loss was for 25 Hz flicker, indicating a more 
severe Impairment for luminance than for chromatic vision.
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There are two explanations of the different data obtained. One Is that 
results may not be directly comparable because methods differ between 
studies. The second explanation Is that there are Indeed different types 
of Impairment in the patients (Alvarez and King-Smith, 1984). These points 
are discussed further In Section 7.3.3.
Tfpor«l proctssing; two-flish rtsolutlon. Two*f1ash resolution has 
been used to Indicate abnonaal teaporal resolution In MS patients with 
previous RBN (Galvin et al ■. 1976a,b) and In MS patients without previous 
RBN (Galvin et al♦. 1977). The paradiga Is coapllcated, and factors such 
as total lualnance, total duration, and spatial frequency of the stlaull 
have been shown to Influence perfonaance (Kletzaan and Sutton, 1968; 
Boynton, 1972). Abnoraal two-flash resolution found In MS patients has, 
however, been shown not to depend slaply on raised lualnance thresholds 
(Patterson et al.. 1981). Galvin et al.. (1977) reported that patients 
with advanced definite MS and previous visual 1nvolve«ent showed 
significantly poorer foveal two-flash resolution than did patients with 
less advanced MS with or without visual Involvewent.
Tewpora! processing; perceptual latency. This Is a psychophysical 
Mthod of estiMtIng abnonul Increases In the conduction velocity of 
neurones In the visual pathways. Abnonaalltles In perceptual latency for 
an extrafoveal site of one eye relative to the fovea of the other have been 
shown In patients who had experienced a previous attack of RBN and In soeie 
patients with spinal MS (Heron et al.. 1974; Regan et al.. 1976; Galvin ^  
1976a). Moreover Regan et al. (1976) derived the perceptual delay 
between the fovea and a parafoveal site for single eyes of patients with 
spinal MS, and showed that there was often an abnonaal delay between sites 
In the sa»e eye. As Regan et al. (1976) pointed out, a delay between two 
sites In the same eye could occur either If dewyelInatlon was patchy or of 
a different degree for different sites.
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Tewporal processing; critical flicker fusion. Patients with MS have 
been reported to have abnorvally lowered critical flicker fusion (CFF) for 
luminance flicker (Titcoabe and Wllllson, 1961; Daley et al.. 1979). The 
classic Ferry-Porter law describes how the value of CFF depends
approxiMtely on the Intensity of the stlMill; the shape of the de Lange 
attenuation characteristic Is also affected by M a n  lualnance of the 
stiMjll (de Lange, 19S8; Roufs, 1972). The abnonaal results given by NS 
patients, however, are not a slaplc consequence of abnonul lualnance 
thresholds (Patterson et al.. 1981).
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1.6 a i m  and Organisation
This thesis Investigates a number of Issues concerning the processing 
of chromatic and temporal stimuli In the normal and impaired visual system. 
In Chapters 3 to 5 an assessMnt Is made of the ImproveMnt In Isolation of 
the opponent'Colour system by Mans of a paradigm which combines two 
critical stimulus properties (a white background and an auxiliary field 
spatially coincident with the test field. Section 1.3.3). The rationale 
for the use of this paradigm, and the extent of the resultant ImproveMnt 
In Isolation of the opponent-colour system In MasureMnts of TSS, are 
described In Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 the efficacy of the s a M  paradigm In 
Isolating the opponent-colour system In MasureMnts of FSS Is assessed.
The question of whether unitary opponent-processes Mdlate detection both 
In direct Masures of sensitivity (TSS) and In Masures of adaptatlonal 
sensitivity (FSS) Is discussed In Chapter 5. This hypothesis Is tested by 
modifying the paradigm and comparing the resultant changes In TSS and FSS.
The remaining experlMntal chapters contain a study of two groups of 
subjects with Impaired vision. In Chapter 6 red-green dIchroMcy Is 
examined using the paradigm Mntloned above to help assess the relative 
contributions of receptoral and post-receptoral abnormalities. Results 
from a subject with NS and ON are also presented In Chapter 6 to help 
resolve the question of the selectivity, or otherwise, of chromatic losses
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2.1 Introduction
The experlMnts which were carried out fall Into two broad groups with 
different apparatus and procedures for each. For experloents on spectral 
sensitivities of saall nuabers of subjects with (a) nonul vision, (b) 
Inherited abnoraalltles of the visual systea, and (c) abnoraalltles of the 
visual systea resulting froa disease, a Naxwe111an*v1ew systea (see 
Uesthelaer, 1966) supplied the stiaull. Whereas experimental observations 
aade with a Naxwelllan-vlew systea by the aethods described below are 
slaple for a practised subject (and In general observers can becoae 
proficient after one or two practice sessions) It would be unlikely that 
unpractised subjects would aake reliable observations with this systea. As 
the Intention for the clinical aspect of this research was to test large 
nuabers of patients with either NS, or ON, or both, and an equal nuaber of 
unpractised control subjects, a systea was required which would allow these 
subjects to be tested easily and In coafortable conditions. These 
requireaents were realized In a special purpose visual perlaeter.
2.2 Naxwe111an-v1ew systea 
2.2.1 Apparatus
A scheaatic diagraa of the four-channel Naxwelllan-vlew systea Is shown 
In Fig. 2.1. The Intensities of channels 1, 2, and 3 could be varied 
Independently: the optional fourth channel was derived froa channel 3.
Light was taken froa both sides of the source S and colllaated by lenses LI 
and L2. The seal-reflecting plate SRI divided the left-hand beaa. Three
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Figur« 2.1 Th« MaxwelU«n-vi«w «ysl«m.
Individual light channels were thus derived froa the source. The beaas 
were Interrupted by coapensated neutral density wedges, Wl, W2, and H3. 
Lenses L3, L4, and LS brought the beans to Intemedlate foci at the stops 
SI, S2, and S3; the shutters which controlled the tiae course of channels 1 
and 2 were situated at the stops. The light beans were then recoillaated 
by lenses L6, 17, and L8. The bean In the optional fourth channel was 
derived froa that In channel 3 by neans of the sen1*reflector SR2, and then 
the two were reconblned at SR3. The spectral contents of channels 1, 2, 
and 4 were controlled by Interference filters IFl, IF2, and IF3. The 
spatial configurations of the beans were controlled by stiaulus nasks SNl, 
SM2, and SM3. The three beans were conblned by biprisas B1 and B2, and 
brought by lens L9 to a coaaon focus at the artificial pupil AP. All 
lenses were achroaatic doublets, and all nirrors were front-silvered. A 
detailed description of the systen now follows.
The light source S was a single 24-V, ISO-W tungsten-Iodide I m p  with a 
conpact fllanent (Atlas, Al/216). It was powered by a regulated DC power 
supply with reaped $w1tch-on and switch-off designed to prolong leap life. 
The leap was aounted within a lanp house LH which reduced scattered light. 
Light eaerged through apertures on each side of the lanp house to be 
colllaated by lenses LI and L2, resulting In two parallel beans of light. 
Heat-reflecting filters HI and H2 (Balzers, Calflex) attenuated unwanted 
long-wavelength radiation. The left hand bean was split by the 
half-silvered seal-reflecting plate SRI. Thus three Individual light 
channels were derived. The level of light output froa the source was 
continously nonitored by a silicon photodiode placed In channel 2.
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The channels were Interrupted by rectangular coapensated neutral 
density wedges, HI, H2, and H3, the positions of which were controlled by 
pulse-driven DC aotors and aonltored with high-llnearlty potentloaeters.
Ltnsts L3, L4, and LS forved Intemedlatt foci at tht stops SI, S2, and 
S3. Electroaagnttic shutttrs ESI and ES2 Inttrrupted channels 1 and 2 at 
the stops. Fast switching of a light channel on or off at such a focus 
requires only a s m II eoveaent. The light-flash rise and fall tlees were 
less than 2 as between lOK and 90% of aaxlMMi.
In order to Increase unlfonelty of the large stlaulus fields produced 
by channels 2 and 3, ground-glass diffusing plates 01 and 02 were placed at 
the Interaedlate foci of these channels. These plates reaoved any 
discontinuities In lualnance across the field which alght result fro« the 
1a«p fllaaent. In effect, the light laages at the diffusing plates foraed 
secondary sources.
Light fro« the secondary sources was recolllaated by lenses L6, L7, and 
L8. The light beaa In channel 3 could be split Into two by seal-reflecting 
plate SR2 to produce an optional fourth channel. The Intensities of both 
channels 3 and 4 were varied by aeans of wedge W3; In addition neutral 
density filters (NOFs) could be Inserted Into any channel. Channel 4 was 
recoablned with channel 3 by aeans of seal-reflector SR3.
The spectral coapositlons of those channels giving aonochroaatic light 
were controlled with Balzers 840 Interference filters, IFl, IF2, and IF3. 
Filters IFl and IF2 were placed on aotor-driven wheels which allowed easy 
filter changeover during experlaental runs.
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Light In channel 2 and, after reflection by alrrors M4 and MS, light In 
channels 1 and 3 transllluainated stiaulus masks, SNl, SM2, and SMS, which 
controlled stiaulus size and shape. The snail stiaulus «asks were 
photographic transparencies (Kodallth f11a). The aasks were aounted on 
precision X-Y slides to facilitate alignaent of the stiaulus fields.
Biprisas B1 and B2 coablned light frDa th« thr«« chann«U and lens L9 
brought th« beans to a focus at th« artificial pupil AP. The Inage at AP 
was larger than and concentric with the artificial pupil (except when a 
snail stinulus nask was In place). For later experinents the achronatizing 
lens AL (Bedford and Wyszecki, 1947) was added to the apparatus. The lens 
CL was a correcting lens appropriate for the subject naking the 
observations.
Position of the subject's head was stabilized by neans of a dental 
bite-bar. This was attached to an X-Y-2 sliding nount which allowed 
precise alignnent of the subject’s pupil with that of the apparatus. The 
artificial pupil was of dianeter 2 nn. (Spring and Stiles (1948) found 
that natural pupil dianeter decreased slightly below 2 nn In only 2 out of 
12 subjects for luninances values of around 4 to 5 log trolands. Naxinun 
retinal luninance levels In the present study did not exceed 4.5 log 
trolands.)
2.2.2 Stinull
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All stinulus fields were circular. The test fields were of dianeter 
1.05 degrees of visual angle. The test flash duration was 200 ns. For 
neasurenents of test spectral sensitivity the test flash was produced by 
channel 2 and for neasurenents of field spectral sensitivity by channel 1. 
The nain conditioning field, used In neasurenents of field spectral 
sensitivity, was produced by channel 2. It subtended 10 degrees. After 
prelIninary neasurenents In each set of field spectral sensitivity 
neasurenents (Section 2.2.4) It was present continuously. The auxiliary 
field subtended either 1.05 or 10 degrees and was presented continuously In 
those experinents In which It was used. It was produced by channel 3 alone 
or by channels 3 and 4 conblned (see below). In neasurenents of test
sp*ctr«1 sensUfvlty for • colour discrialrutlon criterion « white 
coaperison fUsh, identical in size, shape, and duration to the 
■onochrosMtic test flash, was provided by channel 1; it was presented 1 s 
after the aonochroaatic test flash.
Spectral coapositions of all aain fields and those test fields which 
were aonochroaatic were controlled by interference filters (Balzers, type 
B40) with wave1en9th of peak transaission ranging froa 398 na to 704 na and 
with half'height full bandwidths of not aore than 14 na. Those auxiliary 
fields and test fields which were white consisted of broad band light froa 
channel 3 or channel 1 respectively (correlated colour teaperatures are 
given later). In those experiaents in which the auxiliary field was of 
aixed aonochroaatic and white light, the spectral distribution of the 
aonochrooMtic coaponent was controlled by an interference filter, IF3, 
placed in channel 4.
In soae experiaents an array of four saall red or white fixation spots 
arranged in a square of side 3 degrees of visual angle was introduced. All 
stiaulus fields used in an experiaent, and the fixation array if present, 
were arranged concentrically in the subject’s field of view. Stiauli 
configurations are shown in the experiaenta! chapters.
2.2.3 Calibrations
Stability of light source. Fig. 2.2 is a graph of the light-output of 
the laap over tiae recorded froa the photodiode situated in channel 2. 
Excursions about the aean did not exceed 0.01 log volts.
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Neutral density filters and wedges. Neutral density filters (M)Fs) 
(Uratten) were calibrated for relative transaittance over 300 na to 800 nm
1 I
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Figure 2.2 Light output of the lamp over time, recorded from the photodiode in 
channel 2 in volts.
Figure 2.3 Transmittance of two typicaJ N DFs over the visible spectrum. The 
numbers indicate rtominal density
with a Pye-Unlcaa SP8-100 scanning spectrophotoaeter. (The 
spectrophotoacter Itself was calibrated for wavelength on each use by 
plotting the transalsslon of Holalua Oxide and Oldyalua saaples.) Typical 
plots are shown In Fig. 2.3; between 400 and 500 na there Is a rise In 
transaittance of about 0.2 log units for each log unit of density; there Is 
then a rough plateau In relative transaittance froa about 500 na to 700 na. 
The actual attenuation produced by each NOF, of the light transaltted by 
each Interference filter, was calibrated In situ with the photodiode systea 
described below. These In-situ aeasureaents were used to calculate the 
Intensity aeasured or used In experlaental observations.
The neutral density wedges were calibrated In situ, again for the light 
transaltted by each Interference filter with which they were used. Plots 
of log transaittance against position of wedge H2 are shown In Fig. 2.4 for 
four of the Interference filters used.
Interference filters. Each Interference filter was calibrated for 
spectral transalsslon with the Pye-Unicaa spectrophotoaeter. Typical plots 
for three of the Interference filters are shown In Fig. 2.5. The 
wavelength of peak transaittance and the half-height full bandwidth were 
obtained froa the spectrophotoaeter recordings. Half-height full 
bandwidths were between 6 and 14 na. For Interference filters with peak 
transaittance wavelengths < 460 na, leakage at 600 na was less than -3.0 
log units of aaxiaua. To further reduce long-wavelength leakage, by a 
factor of -4.0 log units, a gelatin blocking filter (Ilford, No 621) was 
attached to each of those Interference filters.
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Intensity of aonochroaatic stiaull. Absolute and relative spectral 
outputs of each channel were aeasured (for each tungsten-iodide laap used) 
at the artificial pupil of the apparatus. Heasureaents were aade with a
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Figura 2.4 Transmittance of the wedge W 2 with typical interferertce fitters. The 
wavelength of maximum trartsmlssion of the interference filters is indicated. The 
curves have been displaced vertically for clarity.
Figure 2.5 Transmittance of typical interference filters over the vis4>le spectrum. 
Wavelength of maximum transmission is irtdicated.
1ow*no1se E646 silicon photodiode (PV-IOOA), operated In the photovoltaic 
■ode and connected to a linear aapllfler and digital MjH1«eter. A 
non>po1ar1z1ng Schott glass 1nfra*red*b1ock1ng filter (BG21) was Mounted In 
front of the photodiode. Departures fro* linearity of the photodiode 
system over a 3-1og-un1t Intensity range (0.005 V to 6.43 V) were less than 
0.022 log units.
The photodiode systea Itself was calibrated against a Hllger-Schwarz 
vacuus theraoplle (fT16) to detenalne Its absolute and relative spectral 
responsivltles. Precautions taken against UV and IR radiation 
contaalnating the calibration Included the use of a silica window In the 
theneoplle and a l*ai>th1ck water filter placed In front of the theraoplle. 
The theraoplle was calibrated by the National Physical Laboratory for both 
absolute and relative spectral responsivlty.
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Colour tesoerature of white stimuli. The colour teaperature of the 
white light froa channel 3 was calibrated against a standard source by the 
following Method. A cube of side 2.5 ca, with aatt white surfaces, was 
positioned such that light eaerging froa the artificial pupil lllualnated 
one face. An adjacent face was lllualnated with light froa a 100 watt 
tungsten laap (with diffusing surface) which had previously been calibrated 
by a colour teaperature aeter (Megatron Ltd). Colour conversion filters 
(Kodak) were Inserted Into the light beaas to produce a visual colour watch 
of the two lllualnated faces of the cube. Froa the results, the colour 
teaperature of the light froa channel 3 was calculated to be 3400 K. A 
bipartite field of white light froa channel 1 and froa channel 3 was then 
arranged, and colour conversion filters were Inserted Into channel 1 until 
a aatch for colour teaperature was obtained.
luwinance of white stiwull. The lualnances required for the auxiliary 
field, derived fro« channel 3, were set (again for each tungsten-iodide 
1a«p used) by «eans of a «1n1»a11y distinct border (N06) «atch (Boynton and 
Kaiser, 1968; Wagner and Boynton, 1972). A bipartite field of angular 
subtense 10 deg was coaposed of white light fro« channel 3 and 
«onochroaatic light of wavelength S62 n« fro« channel 2; the latter was 
fixed at an Intensity which had been calculated to be equivalent to the 
retinal 111u«1nance In photopic trolands (Td) required fro« channel 3. The 
retinal 111u«1nances used were 300, 1000, 3000, 10,000, and 30,000 Td (2.48 
to 4.48 log Td). Six readings were taken of the wedge position In channel 
3 at which the border appeared to be «1n1«al. A bracketing procedure was 
used (settings were «ade alternately fro« above or below the «atch 
Intensity). The «ean wedge value was used In exper1«ents.
This «ethod was checked by «eans of a heterochro«at1c brightness 
«etching technique which e«p1oyed a photo«etr1cally calibrated Incandescent 
1a»p kindly provided to Dr David Foster by Dr Brian Crawford. This 1a«p 
was positioned near the artificial pupil and a brightness «atch between 
light fro« the la«p and light fro« channel 3 was «ade by varying the 
Intensity of the lamp. A bracketing procedure was used and six readings 
were taken. The mean Intensity of the la«p was read fro« the calibrations 
In log photopic trolands.
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St1«ulus «asks. The diameter of each snail photographic «ask was 
measured with a travelling microscope. The diameter of the stimulus fields 
resulting from these masks was calculated to be l.OS(^.Ol) deg of visual 
angle subtended at the eye.
2.2.4 Proctdurt
6>ner»l. Prellainary tests of subjects' visual acuity (Snellen and 
Near Vision) and colour vision were carried out for each eye separately.
All subjects had noneal or corrected-to-nonMl acuity. Colour vision was 
assessed with the Famsworth-Nunsell 100 Hue arran9 e«ent test (100 Hue 
test) (Farnsworth. 1957; Fletcher and Voke. 1985). the City University Test 
(TCU test) (Fletcher and Voke, 1965), and a Ray1el9h Batch us1n9 a 
PIckford-NIcolson anowaloscope (Pickford and Lakowski, 1960).
All experlaents were carried out aonocularly with the rl9 ht eye and all 
Beasureaients were wade foveally. At the start of each set of observations 
9enera1 checks and any necessary rearran9 eewnts of the apparatus were made. 
Any channel not required was blocked. The all9 nBent of each reaalnlng 
light beaa with respect to the artificial pupil was checked, and alrrors H4 
and N5 (Fig. 2.1) were adjusted such that the artificial pupil was 
syHBetrIcally filled with light. The stiBulus aasks required for the 
experlaent were Inserted; the subject adjusted first the b1te*bar aount and 
second the aask X-Y slides, such that the stlaulus fields and fixation 
array If present appeared concentric with respect to each other and to the 
artificial pupil. Stlaulus^flash tlae-course was checked with a photodiode 
and an oscilloscope.
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The subject dark adapted for ten alnutes and then started aaking 
threshold aeasureaents. Test-flash presentation was controlled by the 
subject with a push-button box. The test flash could not be presented aore 
often than once every 2 s to prevent habituation. The Intensity of either 
the test or aaln stlaulus field was controlled by the subject using the 
push-button box which altered the position of the selected wedge. The 
subject thus had no non-visual feedback relating to wedge position.
All threshold settings were wade using variations of the Method of 
adjustaent, as described below. The test-flash wavelength was varied In 
ascending then descending order (or vice versa) to offset carry-over and 
sequence effects. Three threshold settings were wade at each wavelength; 
thus six values were obtained, or 12 If the double sequence was repeated, 
and the aean taken to give a datua point. To ensure that the subject was 
adapted to the experlaental conditions, a sequence of three threshold 
settings was recorded only when the range of these settings was less than 
about 0.1 log units.
Test spectral sensitivity aeasureaents. To obtain a test spectral 
sensitivity function, the wavelength of the flash being detected was varied 
and threshold Intensity of the test field was Measured at each wavelength. 
Measureaents were aade In the presence of an auxiliary field of diaaeter 
either 10^ or 1.05*^. Each threshold setting was obtained In the following 
Manner. First, the subject set the Intensity of the test flash such that 
the test flash was at criterion level. Next, the Intensity was reduced so 
that the test flash was laperceptlble. Finally, the Intensity was 
Increased slowly until the test flash was Just at criterion level: this 
Intensity was recorded. In aost aeasureaents of TSS the criterion was for 
slaple detection. In soae aeasureaents (described In Chapter 3) the 
criterion was for colour dlscrlalnatlon.
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Field spectral sensitivity aeasureaents. In these aeasureaents, the 
wavelength of the aaln field was varied and the log reciprocal Intensity of 
the aaln field which raised test flash threshold by 0.3 log unit was 
Measured. This aethod of direct field adjustaent Is discussed In the 
Introduction (Section 1.3.2). In prellalnary aeasureaents the subject aade 
four threshold settings of the test flash (by the Method described above) 
with zero aaln field; these aeasureaents were either of absolute threshold

2.3 Clinical Masurcaants: spaclat purpose visual porlaater
2.3.1 Apparatus
The visual perineter enployed for expcrlaents assessing visual function 
In patients with NS, or ON, or both, was redesigned for certain 
experlwnts. The two designs are referred to as Perlaeter 1 and Perlaeter
2.
In all experlaents the screen $ was a square of alunlnliM (side, 71 
ca). Over Its surface were a nuaber of aetal sockets, by aeans of which 
the test stiaull (derivation explained below) were presented on the 
background field. For all experlaents a chair of adjustable height was 
used such that the subject's eyes were on the saae level as the central 
socket of the screen S. The subject's head was supported In a fins 
adjustable headrest, and the screen was viewed through an eyepiece. Either 
eye could be occluded, and all observations were carried out aonocularly.
Perlaeter 1. For the experiaents described In Section 8.2 the screen 
S, with a aatt'white finish, was unlforaly lllualnated by the light source 
which consisted of four tungsten laaps (Bell Reflector, 240-2S0 V, 100 H) 
run froa by a stabilized DC power supply, positioned such that two laaps, 
one above and one below the level of the subject's eyes, stood 2 a apart on 
a line 0.25 a behind the subject.
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The test stiaull were derived froa LEDs. Two LCDs were used; one was 
'red' (Nonsanto NV5752) and the other was 'green* (Monsanto NV5252). The 
liNinance of the stiaull produced by the LEDs was controlled by a variable 
power supply. A potentloaeter gauge Indicated the current supplied to each 
LED and thus, after calibrations (see below) Indicated the lualnance of the
test field. The light froa the two LEDs w«s coablned end Mixed by aeans of 
e fibre optic *Y' guide. The end of this was Inserted Into one of the 
sockets on the screen S. The tlae courses of the stlaull were controlled 
electronically by signal generators (Parnell and Wavetek): both red and 
green LEDs ealtted a train of light pulses. These were presented to the 
subject In one of two ways: either In-phase to give light pulses, 
consisting of light froa both LEDs, alternating with dark pulses: or In 
antiphase to give light pulses froa the red LED alternating with light 
pulses froa the green LED. The teaporal profile of the In-phase and 
antiphase flicker trains were as shown In Fig. 2.6.
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Figure  2.6 Temporal configuration for (a) the in-phaae (achromatic) flicker 
train and (b) the antiphase (chromatic) flicker train.
Ptrl— ter 2 . For the cxperlMnts described In Sections 7.2, 7.3, end 
8.3 the screen S, with a aatt-black finish, was viewed through the syste« 
shown scheaatlcally In Fig. 2.7. The light source LSI consisted of 9 
tungsten bulbs (240 V, 80 W), powered by a stabilized DC power supply, 
arranged In 3 rows of 3 In the 1a«p house LHl. The diffusing plate D1 
produced unlfonalty In the light which was then reflected towards the 
subject, by weans of SR (a glass plate which acted as a seal-reflector) 
through the circular aperture A.
An optional light source LS2 (Fig. 2.7) was added to provide auxiliary 
fields for the experiments described In Sections 7.2 and 7.3. A tungsten 
1a«p (240 V, 100 U) with diffusing surface, powered from the wains supply, 
was situated Inside a lamp house LK2 which reduced stray light. The light 
emerged through an aperture above the luip and Illuminated a stimulus mask 
SM which restricted the size of the beam. A diffusing plate 02, attached 
to the mask. Increased uniformity of the stimulus fields. The light was 
reflected towards the subject by the beamsplitter 8S. A NOF (Wratten) was 
Inserted above the stimulus mask In order to obtain the required 
auxiliary-field luminance.
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Light source LS3 provided the test stimuli for experiments described In 
Sections 7.2, 7.3, and 6.3. LS3 was a tungsten Iodide lamp with a compact 
filament (24 V, 150 U, Atlas, Al/216). It was run from a regulated 
DC power supply with ramped switch-on designed to prolong lamp life. The 
lamp was mounted within the lamp house LK3 which reduced stray light. The 
light passed through a heat reflecting filter H (Balzers, Calflex) before 
being focussed onto the ends of the two fibre optic light guides. Two 
light channels were thus produced. The fibre optic light guides terminated 
at gaps 61 and 62. At the gaps the light beams could be modified In 
various ways, thus. A gelatin filter 6F1 or 6F2 (‘Clneewld* colour
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filters, Strand Electronic S Engineering Coapany Ltd) could be Inserted 
Into either gap. A ‘green* and a ‘red* filter were used. Rotary neutral 
density wedges Ml and M2 Interrupted the beaas at the gaps 61 and 62. Each 
wedge was aoved through the light beaa by hand. NDFs (Hratten) could be 
Introduced to further adjust the lualnance of the stimulus field.
A shutter RS, rotated by a stepping aotor controlled by a signal 
generator (Havetek), Interrupted the beaas at gaps 61 and 62. This 
rotating shutter had transparent and dark sectors of equal size, thus 
producing a square*wave train of light and dark pulses of equal duration. 
(RS could be stationary, with one channel open for single test flashes.) 
When both channels were open the phase of the two flicker trains relative 
to each other could be changed by Moving 61, along the plane of the 
shutter, relative to 62. In particular the two types of flicker train 
described above for the LEO syste« could be produced: In-phase and 
antiphase. The teaporal profiles of the In-phase and antiphase flicker 
trains were as shown In Fig. 2.6.
After the gaps 61 and 62 the two light beans were coablned and Mixed by 
Means of a fibre optic ‘Y* guide. At gap 63 an electronagnetlc shutter ES 
Interrupted the light bean. It could be used to open the channel for 3 s 
or 200 MS, with rise and fall tines of 2 ns between 10% and 90% of naxlnun. 
Finally a last section of fibre optic guide temlnated In a socket at the 
screen S. A diffusing plate 03 was Inserted over the socket to Increase 
unlfomlty of the stlnulus field.
2.3.2 StiMull
P«ge S3
The stlnulus configuration and paraneters are given In Chapters 7 and 
8, In which the experinents carried out using the visual perineters are
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2.3.9 Calibrations
Background fields. These were calibrated for colour teaperature with 
the colour teaperature aeter, and for lualnance with a SEI photoaeter 
(Salford Electronic Instruaents Ltd, In turn calibrated against the 
Maxwe111an*v1ew systea described In Section 2.2). The values for these 
paraaeters are given In the descriptions of Individual experlaents.
Auxiliary field. This was used In the experlaents described In Chapter 
7. The NOF N (Fig. 2.7), which has the saae characteristics as those NDFs 
described In Section 2.2.3, was present for all experlaents In which the 
auxiliary field was used and also for the calibrations. The colour 
teaperature of the auxiliary field, aeasured with the colour teaperature 
aeter, was 3400 K. The lualnance, calibrated with the SEI photoaeter, was
2 . 2  I0 9 cd.»‘*.
Spectral content of test fields derived from Peritter 1. The wavelength 
of aaxiaua brightness of each LEO was deteralned In the following way. The 
light froa the LED was passed through a aonochroaator (Applied Photophysics 
Ltd, N300) and an observer set the wavelength scale such that the 
transaitted light was at aaxiaua brightness. Four observers each aade 
eight settings, and the aean was taken. The aaxiaua-ealsslon wavelength 
was 630 na for the red LED and 530 na for the green LED. The full 
wavelength scale was scanned and no visible side bands were found for 
either LED. The aonochroaator Itself was calibrated against the 
Naxwe111an-v1ew systea for relative and absolute spectral properties.
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luwinance of test fields derived fro» Peritter 1. LED light output for 
current Input, as aonitored with a high>11nearity potentloaeter, was 
calibrated with the C U G  photodiode systea described in Section 2.2.3. In 
the experiaents the green LEO was set to give a luainance of 1.78 log 
cd.a*^ to which the luainance of the red LED was aatched, as described in 
Section 8.2.1.
Tiae course of test fields derived froa Periaeter 1. The frequencies of 
the flicker trains were aeasured with a storage oscilloscope and the 
frequency selector of the signal generator was found to be accurate within 
a tolerance of IX. The duration of the flicker train was preset to 3 s.
Spectral content of test fields derived froa Periaeter 2 . The spectral 
eaission of each channel with the gelatin filter in place was calibrated 
radioaetrically with the aonochroaator and the EG&G photodiode systea. The 
channel not being calibrated was blocked. Measureaents were aade at 
approxiaately S na intervals. The plots of light output aeasured in 
relative log units against wavelength for the red gelatin In channel 1 and 
the green gelatin In channel 2 are shown in Fig. 2.8. Hith the red gelatin 
filter In place, channel 1 gave aaxiaun eaission at 640 na with half-height 
cut-on wavelength of 607 na. Channel 2 with the green gelatin filter In 
place gave aaxiaua eaission at S40 na with half-height full bandwidth of 
62 na.
The colour temperature of the white test field was calibrated In the 
following aanner. The colour temperature of the background field, on which 
the test fields were superimposed In the experimental situation, was used 
as a standard. A section of the background field was blocked so that the 
test field was surrounded by the background field and not superimposed on 
it. Hext, colour correcting filters (Uratten) were inserted Into the
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Figure  2.0 UgM output, over the visible spectrum, of the fine optic system for the 
red gelatine filter in channel 1. and for the green gelatine filter in channel 2.
150 250
Wedge position (arbitrary units)
Figu re  2.9 Transmittance of the wedges. W1 and W2. for the filter conditions 
ir>dicated (Narhite light* was with rw gelatine filter). The curves have been displaced 
vertically for clarity.
syste« until the test field Mtched the background field for colour 
teaperature. The unflltered test field was calculated to have a colour 
teaperature of 3400 K.
Lualnance of test fields derived froa Periaeter 2 . The lualnance was 
controlled by neutral density wedges, W1 and W2, and a NDF which could be 
inserted at G2. The neutral density wedges were calibrated, In situ for 
each spectral distribution with which they were used, either 
radloaetrically or photoaetrically as described below. The plots of wedge 
transaittance against wedge position are shown In Fig. 2.9 for U2 with the 
green bandpass gelatin filter, U2 with white light, and HI with the red 
long-pass gelatin filter.
The data for H2 with the green gelatin filter were obtained froa a 
radloaetric calibration with the EG&6 photodiode systea as this filter had 
a relatively snail bandwidth. For the white light and the long-pass red 
gelatin filter it was necessary to use photoaetric calibrations. For W2 
with white light, the auxiliary field (derived fron source LS2, Fig. 2.7; 
calibrations above) was used as the standard. The auxiliary field was 
presented adjacent to the white test field fron channel 2 , and a 
heterochronatic brightness natch was aade by adjusting the position of the 
wedge W2. A bracketing procedure was used; two observers each aade eight 
aatches and the aean of these were taken. This procedure was repeated for 
a range of auxiliary-field luainance, produced by Inserting NOFs (density 
calibrated with the SEI photoaeter) above the stinulus nask SM (Fig. 2.7), 
until points over the whole wedge had been calibrated.
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The calibration of the wedge W1 for red light was carried out by neans 
of heterochroaatic flicker natches. The standard was the white light froa 
channel 2. The apparatus was set to give antiphase flicker (see Section
2.3.1) consisting of red light pulses froM channel 1 alternating with white 
light pulses fro« channel 2. The position of one wedge was fixed and a 
bracketing technique was used to obtain eight settings, fro« each of two 
observers, of the other wedge at which the flicker was «1n1«al. This 
procedure was repeated until points over the whole of wedge W 1 had been 
calibrated.
The NOf used In channel 2 had s1«11ar tran$«1ttance properties to those 
W)Fs described In Section 2.2.3. This filter was used to vary the 
1u«1nance of white stimulus fields only. Its density for white light with 
respect to the hu«an eye was calibrated with the $EI photo«eter with the 
auxiliary field as light source.
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In the exper1«ents described In Chapter 7, a range of preselected wedge 
positions was used and the 1u«1nances of the resulting stiaull were derived 
fro« the relevant graph. For those exper1«ents In which the stiaulus was a 
flicker train (Section 8.3), the lu«1nance of the red component was set at
2 . 1 2  log cd. 
that.
. 2 and the lu«1nance of the green component was matched to
Time course of test fields derived from Perlweter 2 . The 
electromagnetic shutter ES (Fig. 2.7) was preset to produce stimuli of 
duration either 3 s for the flickering stimuli or 200 ms for the flash 
stimuli. The frequencies of the flicker trains was calibrated as described 
above and found to be accurate within a tolerance of 1%.
2.3.4 Procedure
Preliminary tests of visual acuity and colour vision (using the TCU 
test) were carried out for each eye separately. All observations were made
•onocuUrly: the retinal site tested is given In Chapters 7 and 8 .
Before each observation session began, the subject was settled Into 
position In a fully adjustable chair as follows. The head rest of the 
chair was adjusted until the subject was coefortable. The height of the 
chair was then adjusted such that the subject's eyes were at the saee 
height as the central socket of the screen S. The eyepiece was aioved Into 
place and the eye not under test was lightly occluded.
The subject was Instructed on the fixation procedure (described in 
Chapters 7 and 8 ) and was then given deeonstratlons of the extremes of the 
test stiMill which were to be used. For exaeple If critical flicker 
frequency (CFF) was to be eeasured, then stleull flickering at alternately 
low and high frequencies were shown until the subject felt confident about 
Mking a decision. So«e subjects required eore deaonstratlons than others. 
Next the subject was Informed of the procedure to be followed In each 
trial. Thus, on a cue froa the experinenter the subject was to fixate the 
fixation target, and then to press the button that Initiated stlaulus 
onset, after which the gaze was to be directed away froa the fixation 
target (to prevent local adaptation occurring), and a response was to be 
given "yes" or "no*.
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For those experlaents In Section 6.2 the aethod of Halts (Engen, 1971) 
was used to aeasure thresholds. Because order effects can Influence 
results obtained with the aethod of Halts, for the experlaents described 
In Sections 7.2, 7.3, and 8.3 the aethod of constant stIauH was used; the 
stIauH were presented according to a randoalzed block design which 
alnlaized order and carry-over effects. Further details are given In the 
relevant experlaental chapters.


3 Ttst spectral stnsItWUy curvas obtained on ««hit« auxiliary fUlds
3.1 Introduction
Th« TSS curve obtained In the presence of a large ««hite field ««as 
probably first deMonstrated by Stiles and Cra««ford (1933), as described In 
Section 1.3.3. The curves they obtained, using a relatively large test 
flash of constant duration ««ith a large ««hite surround, are shown in 
Fig. 1.10. The peaks in the foveal curves occurred In the short-wavelength 
(S) region of the spectrua at around 440 na. In the aediua-wavciength (H) 
region at 538 na, and In the long-wavelength (L) region at 602 na (aeans 
over two subjects).
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Later, Sperling and his colleagues sho««ed siallar curves produced both 
by huaan subjects and by rhesus aonkeys (eg Sidley and Sperling, 1967; 
Sperling et al.. 1968; Sperling and Han*erth, 1971). Nore recently, other 
««orkers (King-Saith, 197S; King-Saith and Carden, 1976; Verrlest and 
Uvljls, 1977; Harwerth and Levi, 1977; Zrenner, 1977; Zrenner and Kruger, 
1981; Kuyk, 1982) have also obtained such curves, all deterained under a 
siailar experiaental paradiga: siaple detection of a relatively large, 
relatively long test flash presented in the centre of a white background 
field larger than the test flash and of aoderate-to-h1gh intensity. Soae 
of the studies cited above present data obtained froa non-huaan priaates. 
Others have coapared normal huaan data with that froa subjects with 
congenital or acquired deficiencies of the visual systea. In this chapter 
I shall present results froa normal huaan subjects only (but see Chapter 6  
for discussion on and experiaents with patients with iapalred visual 
function).
The stiMius peruieters used In the studies cited ebove ere given In 
Teble 3.1. elong with the wevelengths of peek sensitivity obtelned In eech 
cese for norael huaen foveel vision. Typlcelly. the peeks In the TSS curve 
occur et eround 440, S30, end 610 rae, the letter often eppeering es e 
shoulder rether then es e true peek. The peeks do not coincide for ell 
studies. This aey be e result of the renge of pereaeters used. Also, It 
should be noted thet the choice of test wevelengths, perticulerly If they 
ere widely speced through the spectrua, cen leed to Ineccurecles In 
estlaeting the positions of the peeks. For exeaple, Verriest end Uvljls 
(1977) used only eight wevelengths.
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The dete shown In Teble 3.1 ere ell for foveel vision; eny dete in the 
seae studies for extrefoveel vision heve been excluded. Three peeks In the 
TSS curve heve been shown for stiaulus eccentricities of 1.5^ by Herwerth 
»Hi Ltvl (1977), S° by Stiles ind CriHfonl (1933), end 6° by Verrtest «id 
Uvljls (1977). For the aore perlpherel retine, however, It seeaed thet the 
L end M peeks were auch less proalnent (Wooten et el.. 1975; Verriest end 
Uvljls, 1977). Insteed, e broed aexIaiM wes generelly found with peek 
sensitivity et eround 550 na end It wes essuaed thet the perlpherel retine 
wes colour deficient. Kuyk (1982), In feet, found thet the three peeks In 
the TSS could be obtelned In the periphery If the test field wes aede 
sufficiently lerge (eg 4.2 to 5.5 deg of visuel engle for 45^ 
eccentricity). In the present experlaents, aeesureaents were aede for 
foveel vision only.

3.1.1 Explanations of tha thrao-paakad TSS curva
Sparling and Hantarth (1971) and K1ng-S«1th and Cardan (1976) have 
argued that tha TSS curva can not be fitted by tha upper envelope of tha 
Stiles V Mchanlsais: the V| curve fits well, the curve not so well, and 
the curve not at all. Sperling and Harwerth (1971) used 
subtract1ve>1nteract1ve iKxlelllng to explain the peaks at S30 and 610 na. 
King-Salth and Carden (1976) suggested that such an explanation could be 
generalized In tenas of opponent-colour theories (described In Section 
1.3.3). As explained In Chapter 1, the opponent-colour systea Is thought 
to be Bore sensitive to large stiaull and to stiaull of long duration than 
the lualnance systea Is. Additionally, King-Saith and Carden (1976) and 
King-Salth and Kranda (1981) suggested that white backgrounds of aoderate 
to high Intensities act to depress the sensitivity of the lualnance systea 
relative to that of the opponent-colour systea: that Is, the white field 
causes achroaatic adaptation of the lualnance systea.
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Kith this explanation In aind, the wavelengths at which the peaks occur 
In the L and H regions of the spectrua are possible candidates for the 
wavelengths of peak sensitivity of the red-green opponent channel action 
spectrua. Thus these wavelengths (530 and 610 na) are the saae as those 
reported by U e m e r  and Wooten (1979) for extreaa In the average chroaatic 
valences of the red-green opponent channel. (See also Hurvich and Jaaeson, 
1957.) Further, as described In Section 1.3.3, when the field spectral 
sensitivity (FSS) curves of the Stiles « aechanisas are deteralned using a 
paradiga which would tend to favour the opponent-colour systea the 
resulting curves peak at around the saae wavelengths (530 and 610 na).
Thus Foster (1979, 1980, 1981) using a aonochroaatic auxiliary field 
spatially coincident with the test field obtained Individual L and M FSS 
curves, which were auch sharper than the corresponding Stiles aechanisas
and and which had peak sensitivities at 610 n« and 530 na respectively; 
the paradlga Is thought to cause spatial desensitization of the lualnance 
systea (Foster, 1961). Finkelstein and Hood (1981, 1962) showed single FSS 
curves, which had peak sensitivity at 600 na ai^ 540 na with a dip at 
560 na, aeasured using a flashing aaln field, whose onset was teaporally 
coincident with that of the test flash; It seeas likely that this paradiga 
would cause teaporal desensitization of the lualnance systea.
A suHMry of the arguaents of K1ng*$a1th and Carden (1976) Is that any 
particular test flash Is detected by that systea which Is aost sensitive 
under the particular conditions of test*f1ash size, duration and 
wavelength, and the background-field Intensity and spectral coapositlon.
The results of Foster (1981) and Finkelstein and Hood (1981, 1982) show 
that the list can be extended to Include spatial and teaporal distributions 
of the background-field In relation to those of the test flash. In the 
case of TSS curves obtained for a test flash of diaaeter 1 deg and duration 
200 as presented on a large white background, K1ng-$a1th and Carden (1976) 
proposed that the large white background causes achroaatic desensitization 
of the luainance systea relative to the opponent-colour systea. Detection 
of the test flash Is therefore aedlated over post of the spectrua by the 
opponent-colour systea, but In the region of 560 na the lualnance systea Is 
aore sensitive. The evidence to support this clala Is as follows.
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Firstly, the TSS curve obtained for a colour-detection criterion was 
very slallar to the curve obtained for a slaple-detectlon criterion except 
In the region around 580 na, where the trough Is deeper for colour 
discrialnatlon: that Is, with the paraaeters described above a subject will 
not be able to Identify the colour of a test flash of 580 na light at 
threshold. Light of wavelengths greater than 800 na or less than 560 na, 
however, will generally be seen as ‘coloured’ at threshold when presented
on a large white background. By definition, one would expect the colour of 
a test flash to be apparent at the threshold of the opponent-colour systes.
Second, King-Salth and Carden (1976) also obtained TSS curves with a 
test flash that was si mII or brief or both. These paradigas would tend to 
favour the lualnance systea, and In the resulting curves the M and L peaks 
were replaced by a single broad peak with m x Im j b sensitivity around 
5S0 rui. (The S peak Is lowered aore or less, relative to this broad peak, 
depending on the particular coablnatlon of these paraaeters, but does not 
appear to change In shape.) Presuaably, for the original paraaeters, the 
sensitivity of the lualnance systea Is partially reduced by the white 
background relative to that of the opponent-colour systea. Because of the 
relative shapes of the action spectra It Is only at around 530 na that the 
lualnance systea Is the acre sensitive and thus acts to ‘fill in' the 
trough of the opponent-colour systea.
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3.1.2 Coablnatlon of spatial and achroaatic desensitization
In the experlaents described below a coablnatlon of two paradigas which 
have been shown to reduce sensitivity of the lualnance systea, relative to 
that of the opponent-colour systea, was used In aeasures of TSS. Thus a 
large white background (King-Salth and Carden, 1976) which was spatially 
coincident with the test field (Foster, 1981) was used. This coabinatlon 
would cause both achroaatic and spatial desensitization of the lualnance 
systea, and It was expected that greater Isolation of the opponent-colour 
systea would result. In particular. It was anticipated that the trough 
found for colour-detection thresholds at around 580 na by King-Salth and 
Carden (1976) would be revealed by slaple-detectlon thresholds. The 
background fields are here called auxiliary fields after Foster (1981).
The TSS function was Masured In the presence of either an auxiliary 
field spatially coincident with the test field (the s m II auxiliary field) 
or a large white field (the large auxiliary field). The latter paradiga 
was a replication of that used In the studies cited above, and acted as a 
control for the effect of the spatial coincidence of the saall auxiliary 
field. In Experlaent 1 slaple-detectlon thresholds only were Measured for 
auxiliary-field lualnance 1000 Td. In Experlaent 2 slaple-detectlon and 
colour-dlscrialnatlon thresholds were aeasured for a range of 
auxiliary-field lualnances.
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3.2 Experlaent 1
3.2.1 Methods
The apparatus used In this experlaent was the Maxwell Ian-view systea 
described In Section 2.2.1. The configuration of the stiaull was as In 
Fig. 3.1. The stiaull paraaeters are also given In Fig. 3.1. Thresholds 
for a slaple-detectlon criterion were obtained by the aethod of adjustaent 
as described In Section 2.2.4. Three subjects took part In the experlaent; 
these were OHF, RSS, and SG (details In Section 2.2.5).
3.2.2 Results
The TSS functions obtained are shown In Fig. 3.2. Sensitivities In log 
quanta.s'^.deg'^ are plotted against test-flash wavenuaber. Data for RSS 
and SG are displaced downwards by. respectively. 1 and 2 log units. Open 
syabols represent the data obtained In the presence of the large auxiliary 
field, whereas filled syabols shows that obtained In the presence of the 
small auxiliary field. The vertical bars show ¿ISEN where this Is larger
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Fiflur« 3.1 Th« ttimirius configuration. Tha stimuli parsmetors aro \ 
the table below.
Spectral content 
Diameter (deg)
Duration (ms) 
Intensity
Test Auxiliary
variable white (3400K)
1.05 1.05 (small)
or 10 (largo)
200 constant
variable 1000 Td’
Retinal illuminartce produced by the auxiliary field.
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Wavelength (nm)
400 500 600 700
__ I________ I______ I_____ I____ I___ I___I__
25000 20000 15000
- UWavenumber Ccm )
Figurt 3.2 Test spectrel sensitivity curves obtained on a small white 
auxiliary field (filled symbols) or a Urge white auxiliary field (open 
symbols). (Experiment 1» subjects DHF, RSS, and S6 )
than the syabol. Typical SEHs were 0.02 to 0.03 log units. The curves 
with open symbols In Fig. 3.2 are slallar to those obtained In previous 
studies which used the saae paradig«, that is, the large auxiliary field. 
Peaks occur at around 435, 525 and 560*620 raa, the latter not clearly 
delineated. The curves with filled syabols In Fig. 3.2, obtained for the 
auxiliary field spatially coincident with the test field, show one wajor 
difference froa the upper curves, and that Is the trough which occurs at 
around 560 na. The trough Itself acts to define the H and L peaks auch 
aore clearly. The L peak, In particular, appears auch sharper than for the 
curve obtained with the large auxiliary field. Table 3.2 shows, for each 
subject and each paradlga, the wavelength of aaxiaua sensitivity In the 
region of each of the three peaks, and the wavelength of alnlaua 
sensitivity In the region of each of the two troughs; for the troughs, A 
refers to that near 460 na, and 6 refers to that near 560 na. The 
specified wavelength Is obtained by Lagrange Interpolation and Is not the 
nearest test wavelength used. For the L peak aaxiaua sensitivity occurs at 
615 na for SG and RSS and at 605 na for DHF. The N peak has aaxiaua 
sensitivity at 520 na for OHF, 522 na for RSS, and at 534 na for SG, 
although this peak Is not so clear for SG. The M peaks are not so sharp as 
the L peaks, nor have they been shifted so far along the wavelength axis.
An asyMetry between the L and H aechanisas has been reported elsewhere 
(Stroaeyer et_al., 1978b; Foster, 1981; Zrenner, 1983; Ronchl, 1983).
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Of further Interest are the troughs present In the TSS curves. Table
3.3 shows, for each subject, the Increase In depth for each trough for the 
TSS obtained on the saall auxiliary field coapared with that obtained on 
the large auxiliary field. For trough B (near 560 na) this Increase was 
calculated In the following way. The expression log Ng - log where N 
is the quantity of light In quanta.s'^deg'^, was evaluated for both the 
saall auxiliary field and the large auxiliary field. The L and B
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TSS on Urge 
»uxllUry fUld
s 434 433 436
M 515 534 525
L • * *
rough
A 480 478 478
B * * *
TS$ on s m II 
auxllliry fitid
Trough
431 436 438
534 520 522
615 605 615
479 480 481
574 582 577
Tahit 3.2 Wavelength, In n«, of MxiKuai sensitivity In the region of each 
of the three peaks, and of •IniMM sensitivity in the region of each of the 
two troughs, for each of the three subjects. * Indicates that a region of 
MaxlMM or alniMM sensitivity could not easily be distinguished In the 
region of the relevant peak or trough.
Trough
0.23
0.34
0.04
0.37
0.09
0.47
Table 3.3 Increased depth of trough, 
by the saall auxiliary field for each subject, 
see text.
Produced cuUtion
wavelengths used for these calculations were those froa the Lagrange 
Interpolation of the data obtained with the s m II auxiliary field. The 
result obtained for the large auxiliary field was subtracted froa that for 
the saall auxiliary field to give a aeasure of the Increase In depth of the 
trough caused by aaking the auxiliary field spatially coincident with the 
test field. This trough Is froa 0.34 to 0.47 log units deeper when the 
saall auxiliary field Is used (Table 3.3). For trough A (near 480 na) the 
calculation was aade using the expression log • log N^. For one 
subject, SO. the S peak also seeas slightly sharper In the lower curve than 
In the upper, with a corresponding Increase In depth of trough A of 0.23 
log units. For RSS the Increase Is less than 0.1 log units and for OHF It 
Is negligible.
3.2.3 Discussion
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Reducing the size of the white auxiliary field such that It Is 
spatially coincident with the test field has had the effect of laproving 
Isolation of the opponent-colour systea. The lualnance systea has been 
subjected both to spatial desensitization (by the edge of the auxiliary 
field) and to achroaatic adaptation (by the white auxiliary field). The 
activity of the opponent-colour systea 1$ now revealed In the region froa 
520 to 620 na. Thus the peaks In this region of the spectrua are auch 
sharper than are the corresponding peaks obtained with the large auxiliary 
field. This sharpening of the peaks Is accoapanled by the deepening of the 
trough at around 580 na, by at least 0.35 log units (Table 3.3). This 
trough Is generally thought to be characteristic of the opponent-colour 
systea. The Isolation of the opponent-colour systea aay still not be 
coaplete (see below), but It Is auch laproved.
Other studies have been carried out with the alw of Measuring the 
sensitivity of the opponent-colour systew at threshold. Thus, the paradign 
of the SMall auxiliary fie ld , developed by Foster (1979) for MeasureMents 
of fie ld  spectral sensitivity was also used by Krastel et a l . (1983, 1964) 
In MeasureMents of test spectral sensitivity. In addition, these authors 
showed that a three-peaked TSS curve, with a deep trough at about 880 nw, 
could be obtained In the peripheral retina I f  the test and auxiliary fields 
were large (eg 16 deg of visual angle at 33  ^ eccentricity).
SoMe approaches to the Isolation of the opponent-colour systeM have 
eMployed test stiMull with Modified spatial and teMporal profiles that 
ellMlnate the spatial and teMporal transients at the stiMulus edges. The 
"low-frequency" test stlwulus of Thornton and Pugh (1963a,b) had 
bell-shaped spatial and tewporal distributions which were designed so that 
the Fourier spectra had Most energy concentrated at low frequencies. The 
test spectral sensitivity curves obtained with this low-frequency test 
stiMulus presented on a large white auxiliary field  (Thornton and Pugh, 
1983a) were siMllar to those In Fig. 3.2 for the snail auxiliary field  
(f i l le d  c irc le s ).
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If the extent and periodicity of the stimulus are Increased the 
relative power at low frequencies nay be still further enhanced. Thus 
Mullen (1987) used nonochronatic sinusoidal gratings superinposed on a 
large white auxiliary field; for spatial frequencies of below 1 deg'^ and a 
tenporal frequency of 0.8 Hz the spectral sensitivity curves obtained for 
contrast sensitivity were also sinllar to the curves In Fig. 3.2 for the 
snail auxiliary field (filled circles). The Weber function and the spatial 
response function for a grating of 577 nn, however, Indicated that the 
opponent-colour systen did not contribute to detection at 577 nn, even 
though sensitivity of the luninance systen was depressed In that region.
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3.3 ExperlMnt 2
The TSS curves obtained for slaple detection of a test flash on an 
auxiliary field spatially coincident with the test field (curves with solid 
syabols In Fig. 3.2) are slallar to the curves obtained by Klng-Snlth and 
Carden (1976) for recognition of the colour of a test flash on an auxiliary 
field larger than the test flash. In particular, a trough Is present at 
around SdO na In the curves for both paradigas, whereas It Is alaost absent 
for slaple detection of a test flash on a large auxiliary field (curves 
with open syabols In Fig. 3.2). Subjects did. In fact, report that In this 
region of the spectrua the colour of the test flash was often apparent at 
threshold on the saall auxiliary field but not on the large auxiliary 
field. To Investigate these reports, thresholds for both slaple-detectlon 
and colour-detection criteria were aeasured at wavelengths spanning the 
trough at around S80 na. Instead of absolute Judgeaents of stiaulus colour 
In the colour-detection aeasureaents, a reference white was Introduced and 
the test stiaulus Judged against that. Foraally, therefore, the task was 
one of colour discrialnatlon. A range of lualnance levels of the auxiliary 
field was tested In these aeasureaents to deteralne whether there wis a 
Halting effect In the depression of the sensitivity of the lualnance 
systea relative to the opponent-colour systea. Sperling et al. (1967) and 
Harwerth and Levi (1977) showed that the dip at around S80 na obtained for 
a s1ap1e-detect1on criterion with a large white auxiliary field deepened 
with Increasing lualnance of that field, reaching a aaxlaua In depth for 
lualnances of 10,000 Td or 3000 Td respectively. It seeaed plausible that 
Increasing the lualnance of the saall auxiliary field would also decrease 
sensitivity of the lualnance systea, offering the possibility that the 
trough at around 680 na obtained for slaple detection would eventually 
converge on the trough obtained for colour discrialnatlon.
3.3.1 Ntthods
Threshold neesureiMnts were cerried out on the snail auxiliary field 
for, separately, a slnple-detectlon and a colour-dlscrininatlon criterion 
by the nethod of adjustnent described In Section 2.2.4. The apparatus used 
was the Naxwe111an-v1ew systen. The stinulus configuration and paraneters 
were as shown In Fig. 3.1, except for two details. First, a conparlson 
flash (Section 2.2.2) was added which had colour teaperature 3400 K and 
spatial and tenporal profiles Identical to those of the test flash; It was 
presented 1 s after the test flash. Second, lualnances of the auxiliary 
field of 300, 1000, 3000, 10,000, and 30,000 Td were used. One subject, 
RSS, carried out these neasurenents.
3.3.2 Results
-1 -2Results are shown In Fig. 3.3. Sensitivities In log quanta.s .deg 
are plotted against test-flash wavenunber. Filled synbols Indicate data 
for sinple detection and open syabols for colour dlscrlwlnatlon. The 
vertical bars show +1SEN where sufficiently large. The pairs of curves 
(each pair displaced successively downwards by O.S log unit) are for 
Increasing lualnance of the saall auxiliary field as Indicated. For slaple 
detection the trough at about S80 na becaae progressively deeper with 
Increasing auxiliary-field luninance. The trough for colour 
discrialnatlon, however, reaalned substantially the saae over 
auxiliary-field lunlnances of 300 to 10,000 Td. At 30,000 Td the relative 
sensitivity for colour dlscrlalnatlon at short and long wavelengths was 
different froa that at lower lualnances.
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To quantify these changes In trough depth, the difference between aean 
sensitivity over 577 and 582 na and over the regions 520 to 566 and 593 to
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Wavelength Cnm)
600 700
I 1 1 - 1
Figur« 3.3 Test spectral sensitivity curves obtained for slaple-detectlon 
(filled syabols) and colour-dlscrlalnatlon (open syabols) criteria on a 
snail white auxiliary field. (Experinent 2, subject RSS)
623 nm was calculated for sinple detection and for colour dUcrlnlnatlon at 
each auxiliary-field lualnance froa 300 to 30,000 Td. For slnple 
detection, there was an Increase In trough depth relative to that at 300 Td 
at each successive luelnance level: values were ^.06, -»^ 0.12, -^ 0.19, and 
■fO.26 log unit as luailnance Increased froM 1000 Td (see Fig. 3.4a, filled 
syabols). For colour discrialnatlon, the differences In trough depth 
relative to that at 300 Td were essentially constant: values were 4-0.07, 
-0.10, -0.02, and -0.17 log unit (where there was a change In curve shape) 
as luMlnance Increased froa 1000 Td (see Fig. 3.4a, open symbols). The 
difference between trough depths for simple detection and colour 
discrimination decreased with Increase In auxiliary-field luminance: values 
were -fO.42, 4-0 .4 3 , 4^.19, 40.20, and -0.01 log unit as luminance Increased 
froa 300 to 30,000 Td (a positive value Indicating a less deep trough for 
slaple detection). These values are plotted In Fig. 3.4b.
The simple-detection data and colour-discrimination data are replotted 
In the form of threshold-versus-intensity (tvl) curves In Fig. 3.5a and 
Fig. 3.5b respectively: threshold at each wavelength Is plotted against 
auxiliary-field luminance. The differential effects of auxiliary-field 
luminance are less evident than In the plot of test spectral sensitivity 
(Fig. 3.3).
3.3.3 Discussion
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Consider first the data for the 30,000 Td auxiliary field. Isolation 
of the opponent-colour system seemed to be complete. The relative heights, 
however, of the N and L peaks for colour discrimination on the 30,000 Td 
auxiliary field were different from those at 10,000 Td and lower. RSS did. 
In fact, note that the ‘white* comparison flash appeared pinkish when 
presented on the 30,000 Td field. Of relevance here Is an Investigation by
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Uysztcki (1978) Into colour Batching at high lualnance levels. At 
lualnances of 10,000 Td the relative proportions of M and L prlaarles 
required to Batch the reference white deviated froB those at lower 
luBlnances.
Consider next data for auxiliary-field  luBlnances of 300 to 10,000 Td. 
The trough In spectral sensitivity for the siBple-detectlon criterion 
deepened with Increasing auxiliary-field  luBlnance and reached Its lowest 
relative value at auxiliary-field  luBlnances of 3000 and 10,000 Td, where 
the curves were close to those obtained for colour dIscriBlnatlon. A SBall 
residual difference (o f the order of 0.2 log unit) between siBple-detectlon 
and colour-dlscriBlnatlon thresholds was evident at wavelengths close to 
S80 nB. In contrast, for colour dIscriBlnatlon, the trough In spectral 
sensitivity reaalned fa ir ly  stable over auxiliary-field  luBlnances of 300 
to 10,000 Td. The siB llarlty of detection and dIscriBinatlon troughs at 
auxiliary-field luBlnances of 3000 and 10,000 Td provides strong support 
for the hypothesis that the saall auxiliary fie ld  secured Isolation of the 
opponent-colour systeB at threshold.
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4 Fitid spectral stnsUlvlty curvts obUlnad on small Mhita auxiliary 
flalds
4.1 Introduction
The last chapter described the iaproved Isolation of the red-green 
opponent-colour pathways In measures of TSS produced by making the white 
auxiliary field spatially coincident with the test field. The rationale 
for that paradigm arose partly from evidence that desensitization of the 
luminance system can be achieved both by a white background field 
(King-Smith and Carden, 1976) and spatial coincidence of test and auxiliary 
fields (Foster, 1981). Foster used monochromatic small auxiliary fields In 
measures of FSS. and obtained spectrally sharpened curves which he 
explained In terms of desensitization of the luminance, non-opponent system 
and thus detection by L-N and H-i. opponent-colour pathways (see Section 
1.3.3). For the present research. It was hypothesized that use of a small 
white auxiliary field In measures of FSS would further desensitize the 
non-opponent system, and hence lead to greater Isolation of the 
opponent-colour system In measures of adaptatlonal sensitivity (FSS) as It 
had In the direct measures of sensitivity (TSS).
The apparatus used In this experiment was the Naxwelllan-vlew system 
described In Section 2.2. Threshold measurements were carried out by the 
method described In Section 2.2.4. The stimuli configuration was as In 
Fig. 4.1. Stimuli parameters are also given In Fig. 4.1. Three subjects, 
DHF, S6 , and RSS (details In Section 2.2.S) took part In the experiment.
The wavelength, of the test flash was fixed, for all subjects, at 422 nm
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Figure 4.1 The stimulus configuration. The stimuK parameters are given in 
the table below.
Test flash intensity was 0.3 log quanta.s .deg'' 
field with zero main field.
above threshold on the auxiliary
^ Retinal illuminartce produced by the auxiliary field.
for the S sensUlve aechanlsa and at 608 ns for the L sensitive Mchanls«; 
for the H sensitive «echanlsa It was fixed at 521 me for subjects S6 and 
RSS and at 531 nai for subject OHF. The choice of these wavelengths was 
guided by the results of Foster (1981); In particular, for the L sensitive 
•echanis«, spectral sharpening for test flashes of wavelength 610 • 620 na 
was at least 0.3 log units greater than for test flashes of wavelength less 
than 600 na or greater than 650 na. Further, pilot studies with the white 
auxiliary field showed that greater spectral sharpening was obtained with a 
608 na test flash than with a 658 na test flash. The set of wavelengths,
M, of the aaln field was taken froa the range 401 • 702 na.
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Figs. 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 show results for subjects DHF, RSS, and SG 
respectively. The curves connecting points represented by syabols show 
field spectral sensitivities for the L (squares), N (circles), and S 
(diaaonds) sensitive aechanisas obtained on the l.OS-deg white auxiliary 
field. The test^flash wavelength for each field spectral sensitivity curve 
Is Indicated. In all cases, sensitivity is expressed as log^Q reciprocal 
-1 -2
threshold In quanta.s .deg . The vertical bars show +1 SEH where this Is 
sufficiently large to be displayed. The curve for the S sensitive 
aechanlsa (diamonds) has been displaced downwards by 1.0 log unit for 
subjects SG and DHF, and by 0.5 log units for subject RSS, In order to show 
peak sensitivity at approximately the same level for all mechanisms. The 
rationale for this displacement Is discussed In Chapter 5.
4.4 Discussion
The curves for the L and M sensitive mechanisms (shown by the filled 
squares and circles, respectively. Figs. 4.2 to 4.4) have both changed In
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4 0 0  5 0 0  6 0 0  700
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W a v e l e n g t h  ( n m )
Figur« 4.2 Field spectral sensitivity curves, obtained on the snail white 
auxiliary field, for the L (squares), M (circles), and S (dianonds) 
nechanisns. The test-flash wavelength used for each field curve Is 
Indicated. Subject DHF.
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W a v e l e n g t h  C n m )
400  5 0 0  6 0 0  700
I 1 1 1 1
Figurt 4.3 Subject RSS. Other d e U l U  as for Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.4 Subject SG. Other details as for Fig. 4.2.
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Wavelength Cnm) 
500 6 0 0  7 0 0
_ J___ I___I—
Figurt 4.5 Stiles’ nechenisas n^, w*’, end w-’t plotted fro« data 
given in Stiles (1978. pl8). ^ ’
shape relative to the corresponding Stiles Mchanisas and (plotted In 
Fig. 4.S). The aost obvious change in shape Is for the L sensitive 
•echanisa. Stiles’ has a fairly flat top with ■axlaun sensitivity at 
around 575 na; here, with the saall white auxiliary field, the L sensitive 
■echanisa Is narrowed with a sharp peak at around 620 na. On the 
short'Wavelength side a subsidiary peak Is also apparent, the aagnitude and 
position of which varies froa subject to subject. For S6 and RSS this peak 
Is large enough to define a dip at about 580 na, realniscent of that found 
for the L sensitive aechanisa by Finkelstein and Hood (1981). Action 
spectra obtained froa red*sens1t1ve colour-opponent cells In rhesus aonkey 
show siallar subsidiary aaxiaa or shoulders on the short-wavelength side 
(Dow and Gouras. 1973; de Nonasterlo et a1.. 1975). Regan (1974) aide VEP 
aeasureaents of the L*sens1t1ve aechanisa under conditions which would tend 
to favour detection by opponent-colour channels; these also have a shoulder 
on the short-wavelength side. Interestingly, v^’ (plotted In Fig. 4.5) 
peaks at a longer wavelength than does vj, and also exhibits a slight 
shoulder on the short-wavelength side. These slailarltles of v^’ with the 
sharpened L-sensItIve aechanisa shown In Figs. 4.2 to 4.4 are consistent 
with evidence that for long-wavelength test-threshold Increaents above 1.2 
log units (where Stiles found the branch in tvl curves) detection Is 
aedlated by an opponent aechanisa (Wandell and Pugh, 1980).
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The effects of the saall auxiliary field on the M sensitive aechanisa 
were less pronounced. Such asyaaetrles In the Interaction of L and N 
signals have been shown previously (evidence cited In Section 3.2.2). The 
spectrally sharpened N aechanisa shows a subsidiary peak or shoulder, 
coapleaentary to that of the L aechanisa, here on the long-wavelength side. 
There Is also evidence, for two subjects, RSS and DHF, of a shoulder on the 
short-wavelength side of the M aechanisa. For the S aechanisa there was no 
apparent sharpening, consistent with research cited In Section 1.3.3 that
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5 Unitary opponent*co1our processes underlying TS$ and F$S?
S.l Introduction
It was suggested In Chapter 3 that the saall-whlte-auxlllary-fleld 
paradiga causes desensitization of the luainance systea, and therefore 
allows detection of the test flash to be aedlated by the opponent-colour 
systea throughout the spectrua. Sensitivity of the opponent-colour systea 
was revealed both In direct aeasureaents of test spectral sensitivity 
(Chapter 3) and In adaptatlonal aeasureaents of field spectral sensitivity 
(Chapter 4). A pertinent question 1$ whether unitary opponent-colour 
aechanisas or channels, each with a spectral sensitivity that Is 
qualitatively the saae, underly both these aeasureaents of spectral 
sensitivity. If test and field action spectra do reveal the saae 
aechanisas then there should be a correspondence between the shape of the 
two types of curve over the spectral region where both can be aeasured 
(Stiles, 1959). Further, over the whole spectrua the upper envelope of all 
field action spectra should correspond to the test action spectra, when 
both aeasureaents are aade using the saae paradiga. Such a correspondence 
In the data for the saall white auxiliary field Is described next.
First, the wavelengths of peak sensitivity for the TSS curve are close 
to those for the sharpened L, M, and S field curves (see Table 5.1). 
Second, when the vertical positions of the S field curve was allowed to 
vary, the upper envelope of the three field curves provided a close fit to 
the TSS curve. The latter point Is deaonstrated In Fig. 5.1, a suaaary 
graph; data were obtained with the saall white auxiliary field, and 
previously shown In Fig. 3.2 or 4.2 to 4.4. In Fig. 5.1 filled syabols 
denote TSS data and open syabols denote the upper envelope of FSS data.
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SG
Subject
OHF RSS
in TSS
S 431 436 438
N 534 520 522
L 615 605 615
in FSS
S 440 430 436
H 536 543 535
L 621 617 621
Tabi« 5.1 Wavelength, in m , of ■axlMM sensitivity in the region of each 
of the three peaks In the TSS curve (fro* Chapter 3, Experiaent 1), and in 
the region of the peak in each FSS curve (froa Chapter 4), for each of the 
three subjects.
For further details see figure legend. For the purposes of the present 
work the iaportant point is that the cross-over point between the H and L 
field curves, represented by the trough near S80 na of the upper envelope 
(open syabols, Fig. 5.1), occurs at a siailar wavelength to the trough in 
sensitivity in the TSS curve (filled syabols. Fig. 5.1). This supports the 
hypothesis that the direct and the adaptational aeasures of the red-green 
opponent channel are aediated by unitary aechanisas. That this 
correspondence is not trivial can be tested by changing the paradiga in 
such a way that a change in curve shape occurs. The resultant TSS curve 
should be siailar to the upper envelope of the resultant FSS curves. A 
change in curve shape could be obtained, for example, by altering the 
spectral content of the auxiliary field. This is the subject of the 
present experiaent.
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Wavelength (nm)
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Fl9 urt S.l SuMury graph. A11 data Mere obtained Mith the snail white 
auxiliary field, and previously shown In Fig. 3.2 or 4.2 to 4.4. Filled 
symbols denote TSS data. Open syn4>o1s denote FSS data which was selected 
to show the upper envelope of the three field curves In the following way. 
The data for the S-sensItive field action spectra was displaced downwards 
by 1.0 log unit for SG and DHF and by 0.5 log unit for RSS, thus showing 
peak sensitivity at approximately the same level as for the H and L curve 
(see below). Data points forming the upper envelope of the three FSS 
curves were then selected for plotting, and displaced upwards dose to the 
TSS curve. The fact that the height of the S field curve had to be 
displaced downwards relative to the H and L curves Is compatible with the 
Weber-Fechner fractions for v mechanisms (Stiles, 1959); that for v. was 
four or five times greater than those for and x^. ^
Data for RSS and SG were displaced downwards by, respectively, 1.0 and 
2.0 log units for clarity.
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Neasureaents were aade, for $1ap1e*detection criteria, of TSS, as 
described In Section 3.2.1, and of F$$ for the L- and M-sen$1t1ve 
aechanlsas, as described In Section 4.2. The paradig« here differed In 
that the spectral content of the auxiliary field varied. The auxiliary 
field was either ‘greenish’, consisting of «onochroaatlc light of 
wavelength 497 rm and white light In the proportion 1:2, or *p1nk*, where 
the aonochroaatlc light was of wavelength 604 ran. The lualnance of the 
auxiliary field remained at 1000 Td. One subject, RSS, aade these 
■easureaents.
The TSS data obtained for the different auxll1ary*f1e1d spectral 
contents are shown In Fig. S.2. The uppermost curve (previously shown In 
Fig. 3.2) Is for the white auxiliary field, the middle curve Is for the 
greenish auxiliary field, and the lowermost curve Is for the pink auxiliary 
field. Both TSS and FSS data obtained for the greenish auxiliary field are 
shown In Fig. 5.3, for the pink auxiliary field In Fig. 5.4, and, for 
comparison, data for the white auxiliary field previously shown in 
Figs. 3.2 and 4.3 are replotted here In Fig. 5.5. Solid symbols denote TSS 
data, and open circles and squares denote FSS data for, respectively, the 
M- and L-sensItIve mechanisms.
Consider first the TSS data (Fig. 5.2). The effect of the greenish 
auxiliary field was to depress the H peak relative to the L peak and, thus 
shift the position of the trough to around 560 nm (from around 580 nm on 
the white auxiliary field). The pink auxiliary field had the opposite 
effect, depressing the L peak relative to the N peak and shifting the
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Wavenumber (cm 3
15000
1,
Figurt 5.2 Test spectral sensitivities obtained on small auxiliary fields. 
Uppermost curve: white auxiliary field. Middle curve: greenish auxiliary 
field. Lowermost curve: pink auxiliary field.
Pagt 9S
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W a v e l e n g t h  C n m )
Flgurt 5.3 Spectral sensitivities obtained on the small greenish auxiliary 
field. Filled symbols indicate test spectral sensitivity. Open circles 
and squares Indicate field spectral sensitivity data for, respectively, the 
H- and L-sensItIve mechanisms. Subject RSS.
P<9< M
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W a v e l e n g t h  C n m )
Fl9urt $.4 Spectral sensitivities obtained on the small pink auxiliary 
field. Other details as for Fig. 5.3.
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Wavelength Cnm)
Figure 5.5 Spectral sensitivities obtained on the small white auxiliary 
field, replotted fro« Figs. 3.2 and 4.3. Open diamonds indicate field 
spectral sensitivity for the S-sensitive nechanism. Other details as for 
Fig. 5.3.
position of tht trough to around 600 raa. Consider next the FSS data. The 
changes In the curves were effectively the saae as the change In shape of 
the TSS curve, as predicted above. Thus the greenish auxiliary field 
(Fig. 5.3) depressed the H curve relative to the L curve, and the crossover 
point of the two curves aoved to around 560 nai. The pink auxiliary field 
(Fig. 5.4) depressed the L curve relative to the M curve, and the crossover 
point Moved to around 600 raa.
5.4 Discussion
The data provide support for the notion that opponent>co1our Bechanlsas 
underlying test and field action spectra act In a unitary fashion. Thus 
the upper envelopes of the field curves correspond to the test curve when 
both are laeasured with the saae paradlga. The notch In test sensitivity at 
around 580 na for a white auxiliary field presuaably corresponds to the 
equillbriua point In the underlying red-green opponent channel, and this 
equillbriun point Is represented In the field data by the crossover point 
of the N and L curves. If the equillbriua point Is aoved along the 
wavelength scale by aeans of chromatic adaptation then this Is reflected In 
both test and field data.
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A displaceaent of the trough In aeasureaents of TSS as a result of 
adaptation to large chroaatic auxiliary fields has been shown by Sperling 
and Harwerth (1971) and Thornton and Pugh (1983b). Further, Mollon and 
Fach (1987) showed that the wavelength at which the trough occurs In the 
TSS curve obtained for a large auxiliary field can be predicted by 
Interpolating a tritanopic confusion line on the CIE chroaaticity diagram 
through the point corresponding to the auxiliary field, a finding which 
supports the view that the trough represents the equillbriua point of the 
red-green opponent channel.

6 Opponent procAssInf In subjtcts with 1nh«r1t*d and acquired daflcItnclasT
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It was suggested In previous chapters that use of a white auxiliary 
field spatially coincident with the test field 1iq>roves Isolation of the 
red-green opponent-colour channel In normal subjects. The 
small-auxlllary-fleld paradigm may help In understanding the nature of 
colour deficiencies. Two types of Impairment will be considered: first, 
the Inherited deficiencies protanopla and deuteranopla (see Section 1.5.1); 
and second, HS and ON, conditions which can result In colour deficiencies. 
Including loss In hue-discrimination. In addition to Impairment of other 
visual functions (see Section 1.5.2). The functioning of opponent 
processes In these conditions Is the subject of this chapter.
6.1 Experiment 1: Subjects with protanopla or deuteranopla
Hurvich and Jameson are the modern proponents of the theory that a 
collapse system underlies dichromacy (described In Section 1.5.1). This 
theory, although plausible In many respects, Is Incompatible with the 
evidence from MSP and molecular genetics cited In Section 1.5.1; that Is, 
It appears that a photopigment Is missing In fact and not merely 
apparently. Further, It seems unnecessary to postulate a specific 
deficiency In the neural mechanisms underlying the red-green opponent 
channel to explain deficiencies In opponent processing In dichromats. 
Consider the deuteranope, who has L photopigment only, and assume that he 
has a full cone mosaic with L photopigment replacing M photopigment.
Assume further that the neural connections are Identical to those In the 
normal subject. Thus signals from *H’ cones oppose those from L cones In 
the L-H and H-L channels. In the deuteranope, with only L photopigment, 
the actual Input to those channels will be L-L; In the protanope the Input
Hill be N-N. The output for both dIchroMts, therefore, Hill be severely 
abnormal over the spectral range In nhlch the red*green opponent channel 
normally operates. The L+M channel, nhlch Is the major or only 
contribution to the luminance system In the normal subject, h 111 In the 
dichromat receive signals In the form N+M or L'fL. In dichromats, 
therefore, the system h 111 be affected only to the degree of the
diminished sensitivity over portions of the spectrum. Thus, as Uald (1966) 
suggested, the protanope has extremely high thresholds In the 
long-navelength region nhere the sensitivity of the M-sensItlve mechanism 
falls Hell beloH that of the normal L>sens1t1ve mechanism, and the 
deuteranope Is only slightly deficient In the m1ddle>Have region because In 
this region the sensitivity of the L-sensItIve mechanism Is only slightly 
less than that of the normal N-sensItIve mechanism. In both types of 
dichromat, therefore, the luminance system mould be more sensitive than the 
opponent-colour system probably for any visual condition, and mould usually 
mediate detection at threshold. Further, If neural mechanisms remain the 
same as In the normal, regardless of the spectral sensitivity of the 
photopigments, then the dichromat’s perception of mhlte Is understandable 
(cf Hurvich and Jameson, 1962).
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Oaln and King-Smith (1981) provided evidence supporting the vlem that 
dichromats have only tmo cone photopigments mlth signals from either the L- 
or the M-sensItIve pigment feeding both sides of red-green opponent 
neurones; for example, their results for deuteranopes can be understood In 
terms of L-centre, L-surround ganglion cells. In the present experiments 
dichromats mere tested mlth the paradigm mhlch has been shomn (Chapter 3) 
to Isolate more clearly the red-green channel of the opponent-colour system 
In normal subjects. There Is the possibility that this effective paradigm 
might reveal any residual opponent processing In dichromats: such opponent 
processing mould have very different spectral sensitivity to that of a
nonul subject. In addition to a reduction In absolute sensitivity.
6.1.1 Methods
Test spectral sensitivity was Measured on the small and large auxiliary 
fields. The apparatus and procedure were Identical to those used with 
nonul subjects (Section 3.2.1). Two subjects with a red-green Inherited 
deficiency took part In the experlaent: one protanope, ST. age 23 yr, and 
one deuteranope, IV, age 2S yr, both with nonul acuity. The colour vision 
of these subjects was classified with the 100-Hue Test and a Rayleigh 
Mtch.
6.1.2 Results
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Test spectral sensitivity curves are shown for the protanope, ST, In 
Fig. 6.1 and for the deuteranope, lU, In Fig. 6.2. Results for subject SG, 
typical of nonul data (Chapter 3), are also shown In each figure for 
coaparlson. The curves for each dIchroMt have been shifted downwards by
1.5 log units for clarity. The upper curve (filled syabols) of each pair 
represents the TSS obtained in the presence of the large auxiliary field, 
whereas the lower curve (open syabols) shows that obtained In the presence 
of the s«all auxiliary field. The vertical bars show ¿1 SEN where this Is 
sufficiently large. There are two main differences between the nonaal data 
and data for the two dlchroaats. First, the curves for each dlchroaat 
have, as expected, only two peaks In contrast to three In the nonul curve. 
The S peak of both dIchroMts, at around 440 na. Is siMllar to that of the 
nonul. The second peak Is at around 540-560 nn for the protanope and 
560-580 Mi for the deuteranope.
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Figure 6.1 Test spectral sensitivity curves obtained on a siull white 
auxiliary field (filled syabols) or a large white auxiliary field (open 
symbols). Experiment 1. Subjects: S6, normal control; ST, protanope.
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Figure 6.2 Subjects: SG, nomal control; IW, deuteranope. Other details 
as for Fig. 6.1.
The second difference concerns the region for Havelengths longer than 
SOO na. For the norwal there Is a change In shape between the two curves, 
with a deeper trough at around S80 na for the saall auxiliary field, but 
there is no difference in relative sensitivity at the L and M peaks 
coapared with that at the S peak. For the dichroaats. however, there is no 
change in shape of the curve above 500 na, but there is a change in 
relative sensitivity at the L or N peak coapared with that at the S peak. 
For both dichroaats, when the auxiliary-field size is reduced then there is 
a fall in average sensitivity over 500 to 600 na if the TSS curves are 
shifted vertically to aatch in sensitivity at the ^ peak; this fall in 
sensitivity is 0.31 log units for the protanope and 0.32 log units for the 
deuteranope.
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The magnitude of the decrease at each wavelength, produced by aaking 
the auxiliary field spatially coincident with the test field, is 
illustrated in Fig. 6.3a for the protanope and in Fig. 6.3b for the 
deuteranope; the dotted line demonstrates equivalent data for the control 
subject, shifted vertically to fit data for each dichromat at short 
wavelengths. For the normal subject, the major effect of the small 
auxiliary field (revealed by a relatively large decrease) occurs at around 
580 nm with a smaller effect at around 470 nm (compare increased depths of 
each trough produced by the small auxiliary field for this subject. Table 
3.3). Over the remaining wavelengths the decrease in sensitivity is fairly 
constant. For both dichromats, in contrast, the small auxiliary field 
produces a small decrease in sensitivity over 400 to 440 nm, and a larger, 
relatively constant, decrease in sensitivity for wavelengths above 500 nm.
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figure 6.3 (e) Subject ST, protanope. The decrease In sensitivity 
produced by making the auxiliary field spatially coincident with the test 
field Is plotted against wavelength (symbols). The dotted line shows 
equivalent data for SG, control subject, shined vertically to fit the 
dichromat data at short wavelengths. For further details see text.
(b) Subject IH, deuteranope. Other details as for (a).
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6.1.3 Discussion
Test spectral sensitivity curves obtained In the presence of the large 
auxiliary field for the dlchroaats are slallar to those obtained for a 
slallar paradiga by Verriest and UvIJIs (1977). There Is no evidence of 
the trough at 580 na In the TSS curves for the dichroaats on either 
auxiliary field. As this trough results, In normal subjects, froa the 
opposition of signals froa L- and M-sensItlve photopigments then It would 
not be expected for dichroaats. The most Interesting aspect of the 
dichroaat data Is the fall In sensitivity above 500 na relative to 
sensitivity at the S peak when the auxiliary field Is made spatially 
coincident with the test field. Such a gross change In relative 
sensitivity does not occur for normal subjects (compare top curves, normal 
data, with bottoa curves, respectively protanopic and deuteranopic data, in 
Figs 6.1 and 6.2). There Is, however, a fall In sensitivity for normal 
subjects In the region of the trough at around 580 na when the small 
auxiliary field Is Introduced; the trough Is deepened by 0.34 to 0.47 log 
units (see Table 3.3). This deepening was ascribed In Chapter 3 to the 
depression of the sensitivity of the luminance system, relative to that of 
the opponent-colour system, produced by high spatial-frequency masking.
The fall In sensitivity for the dichroaats of around 0.3 log units over the 
region 500 to 600 na relative to the S peak (Fig. 6.3) might reflect a 
similar effect. That Is, the sensitivity of the dichroaat's luminance 
system Is depressed by high spatial-frequency masking, as in the normal, 
but the sensitivity of the opponent-colour system Is so severely impaired, 
as suggested above, that the sensitivity of the luminance system Is still, 
probably by far, the greater. The results do not resolve the issue of the 
presence or otherwise of a red-green opponent-colour channel In dichroaats. 
They do, however, indicate that the sensitivity of the dichromatic 
luminance system can be modified In a similar manner to that of normals.
That Is. the neural connections of the dlchroaatlc lunlnance systea could 
be noraal. the abnonea) shape of the lualnance action spectrua resulting 
because signals arise froa only H or only L photopigaents.
6.2 Experlaent 2: subject with auUlple sclerosis and optic neuritis
A review of the literature on which systea, lualnance or chroaiatic, was 
the aore affected In patients with NS, or ON, or both was given In Section 
l.S.2. In Chapter 7 an Investigation of chroaatic and lualnance function 
In a nuaber of patients Is described. Here, TSS curves for the saall and 
large auxiliary fields were obtained froa a single patient with HS and 
stable ON as an Illustration of the use of the small-auxlllary-fleld 
paradiga In this context.
6.2.1 Nethods
The stiaulus paraaeters and configuration are shown In Fig. 6.4. The 
large background field was Introduced (coapare stiaull used for noraals and 
dichroaats, Fig. 3.1) to approxiaate aore closely the stiaull used for the 
clinical study of Chapter 7. The wavelengths used were Halted to the 
region of aaximia Interest (499 to 678 na) to avoid tiring the patient.
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Subjects. The two subjects who took part In this experlaent were RSS, 
a noraal control (details In Section 2.2.5), and CB, a patient (male,
35 yr) with clinically definite NS. CB had had right ON ten and eight 
years previously. In addition spinal and brain stea lesions had been 
noted; In all five relapses had occurred. Duration of the disease was 13 
years. C8’s right eye, tested In the present experlaents, had a Snellen 
acuity of 6/5 and a 100*Hue error score of 140 with no obvious polarity.
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Figure 6.4 The stimulus configuration used in Experiment 2 . The stimuli 
parameters are given in the table below.
Parameter 
Spectral content 
Diameter (deg) 
Duration (ms) 
Intensity
Test Auxiliary Background
variable white (3400 K) while (3400 K)
1.05 1.05 (smalO 
or 10 (large)
10
200 constant constant
variable 1000 Td ^ 100 Td’
Retinal illuminance produced by that field
6.2.2 Rtsults
Test spectrel sensitivity functions for both subjects ere shown In 
Fig. 6.5. The dete for petlent CB have been displaced downwards by 1.0 log 
unit for clarity. The upper curve (filled sywbols) In each pair represents 
the TSS obtained In the presence of the large auxiliary field, and the 
lower curve (open syabols) that obtained In the presence of the saall 
auxiliary field. The vertical bars show +1SEN where this Is larger than 
the symbol.
The data for RSS, obtained here with a large background field, were 
similar to those for the same subject obtained without such a field 
(compare Fig. 3.2). For the small auxiliary field, maximum sensitivity was 
at 520 nm (N peak) and 608 nm (I peak), and minimum sensitivity In the 
trough region was at 581 nm (compare Table 3.2). The Increase In depth of 
the trough for the small auxiliary field (calculated In the manner 
described In Section 3.2.2) was 0.32 log units.
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Sensitivity for CB, compared to that for RSS, showed an average 
significant decrease of 0.46 log units (t • 2.37, p < 0.005) for the small 
auxiliary field and 0.62 log units (t - 2.67, p < 0.01) for the large 
auxiliary field. The shapes of the two curves for this subject were, 
however, similar to those of the normal. For the small auxiliary field, CB 
gave maximum sensitivity at 532 nm (H peak) and 612 nm (L peak), and 
minimum sensitivity In the trough at 582 nm. Further, the Increase In 
depth of the trough for CB was 0.44 log units, within norma! limits (see 
Table 3.3).
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Figur« 6.S Test spectral sensitivity curves cbtalned on a stnall white 
auxiliary field (filled syabols) or a large white auxiliary field (open 
synbols). Experinent 2. Subjects: RSS, nonial control; CB, patient with 
MS and ON.
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6.2.3 Discussion
The results for the patient tested In this experlaent do not support 
cíalas that, In H$, inpalraent of chroaatic function Is greater than that 
of lualnance function; the TSS curve aeasured In the presence of the snail 
auxiliary field has the deep trough at around 580 nn which Is associated 
with activity of the opponent-colour systen (see Section 3.2.3). The 
average absolute sensitivity, however, was reduced In the patient by about 
O.S log units relative to that for the noraal subject. This fact Inplles a 
generalized loss In sensitivity for both chronatic and luninance function. 
The data presented here were for one patient only, and need not, of course, 
hold for the population as a whole. The effects of H$ tend to vary In 
severity (see Section 1.5.2). In addition. It has been postulated that 
there are subgroups of patients In which either chroaatic or lualnance 
sensitivity Is aore severely lapalred (Alvarez and King-Salth, 1984). The 
next chapter describes an Investigation of chroaatic and lualnance function 
In a group of patients with a paradise aodifled froa the present procedure.
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7 Clinical application of th« su11-aux111ary-f1o1d paradlga
7.1 Introduction
In Chapter 6 test spectral sensitivity curves Masured In the presence 
of a large and of a snail auxiliary field were shown for a patient with NS 
and ON. That patient had normal opponent-colour function, at least for the 
fovea, although he had depressed sensitivity throughout the spectrun 
relative to the sensitivity of the normal subject.
There are a nuad>er of disadvantages to the Investigation of patients by 
■eans of observations on the Maxwell Ian-view systen, as explained In 
Section 2.1. In particular, obtaining full and accurate TSS curves Is 
tlHe-con$um1ng and entails several visits by the patient. Therefore, for 
the experiaents described In this chapter, a special purpose visual 
perimeter was used and the number of threshold measurements was reduced to 
four, chosen with the aim of giving maximum Information on the relative 
sensitivities of the luminance and opponent-colour systems. Effectively, 
two vertical slices through the TSS curves were obtained by measuring 
thresholds for a red and a white test flash on small and large auxiliary 
fields. The rationale for choosing these four conditions Is given next.
For the normal visual system, a red test flash would be detected by the 
opponent-colour system even when presented on the large auxiliary field, 
and, therefore, no Improvement In Isolation of this system would be 
expected from measuring threshold for a red test flash on the small 
auxiliary field. The high spatial-frequency masking caused by the small 
auxiliary field does, however, produce a small decrease In sensitivity of 
the opponent-colour system (see Fig. 3.2) of 0.1 or 0.2 log units. For
test-flash wavelengths around 580 nil, the situation would be different.
Here the sensitivity of the lualnance systea on the large auxiliary field 
would be considerably greater than that of the opponent-colour systea, 
whereas for the s m II auxiliary field the difference In sensitivity of the 
two systeas would be saall. The coablnatlon of desensitization of the 
opponent-colour systea and the lualnance systea by high spatial-frequency 
aasking gives about a 0.4 log unit Increase In trough depth on the saall 
auxiliary field relative to that on the large auxiliary field (see 
Table 3.3).
Thus for two wavelengths, of 610 na (or longer) and 580 na, subtracting 
the decrease In sensitivity for the red test flash, obtained by reducing 
the size of the auxiliary field, froa that for the yellow Is equivalent to 
the procedure for calculating the Increased depth of trough froa full TSS 
curves, (described In Section 3.2.2).
Consider now these aeasureaents In coaparing chroaatic and lualnance 
function In patients. If the two systeas were equally affected In a 
particular patient, then the TSS curves would slaply be lower than those 
for a noraal, the relative sensitivities at the two wavelengths on the two 
auxiliary fields reaalning the saae as for a normal. This was the case for 
patient CB (see Fig. 6.4). If for a particular patient, the relative 
sensitivities differ froa noraal then a selective impairment of either the 
opponent-colour or the lualnance systea Is Indicated.
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In fact, there Is no need to use a chroaatic test flash (wavelength 
580 na) to aeasure the decrease In sensitivity of the lualnance systea; a 
white test flash should be equally efficient. To confine this assumption, 
the following pilot study was carried out.
The N«xw«11Un-vlM systM was used to present either a white or a 
yellow (&82 m )  test flash (d1a«eter 1 deg, duration 200 ns) superlaposed 
on either the snail or the large auxiliary field (3000 Td). Subjects OHF 
and NOS (details In Section 2.2.5) nade slnple-detectlon threshold 
neasurenents for each condition by the aethod described In Section 2.2.4. 
The results In log Td (+SEN) are shown In Table 7.1.
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White Test Flash Yellow Test Flash
Large Aux. Snail Aux. Large Aux. Snail Aux.
Subject
DHF 2.055(0.039)
NOS 1.774(0.015)
2.505(0.026) 2.083(0.019)
2.315(0.068) 1.782(0.053)
2.511(0.023)
2.317(0.069)
Table 7.1. Threshold In log Td. For explanation see text.
For each subject and for each auxiliary field there was no significant 
difference between thresholds for the white and yellow test flashes 
(t < 0.17, df - 10, p »  0.05). There was a highly significant difference, 
however, for each subject and each test flash between thresholds on 
different auxiliary field sizes (t > 6.15, df 10 , p < 0.005).
A control experinent was necessary to assess the effectiveness of the 
paradigm In revealing a selective Impairment In the processing of chromatic 
or luminance Information. This control experiment was carried out on a 
subject with Inherited sex-linked dlchromacy; no evidence of opponency for 
middle to long wavelengths is observed In such subjects with a similar 
paradise to that used here (Section 6.1).
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7.2 Control oxporlMnt
7.2.1 Ntthods
The stlaull for these experiaents were presented by wa n s  of Perlwter 
2 (Section 2.3.1). The stiaulus configuration and parawters are shown in 
Fig. 7.1. The data were collected by the randoaized block w thod described 
in Section 2.3.4. The parawter varied was the intensity of the test 
field, with a step interval of approxiaately 0.1 log unit. The criterion 
used was siaple detection of the test flash. The subjects were ST 
(protanope, details in Section 6.1.2) and SG (noraal subject, details in 
Section 2.2.5).
Data Analysis. Raw data were analyzed by coaputer-based probit 
analysis (Finney, 1952). This gave the 50% detection point corresponding 
to stiaulus threshold, and a standard deviation which aay be interpreted as 
the variability associated with that threshold (Patterson et a1..19801.
7.2.2 Results
Thresholds for ST (protanope) and SG (noraal) are plotted in Fig. 7.2. 
Data for ST have been displaced vertically upwards by 0.5 log unit for 
clarity. As would be expected, the thresholds for white light, within a 
particular auxiliary field, are siailar for the two subjects. The 
threshold for red light, however, is auch higher for the protanope than for 
the norwl subject by about 0.9 log unit on the large auxiliary field (see 
Verriest and UviJIs, 1977, who also wasured thresholds on a large 
auxiliary field for protanopes and noraals). On the saall auxiliary field 
the protanope*s threshold for the red test flash is raised still further, 
by about 1.6 log unit above noraal.
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P igu r*  7.1 Th# •timukis configuration. Tha stimuli paramstsrs art given In 
the tabla baiow.
Stimulus Finid
Parameler 
Spectral content 
Diameter (deg) 
Duration
•2
Luminance (cd.m )
Auxiliary Background
white (4000 K) white (3400 K) white (2600 K)
or redi
0.25 0.25 (small) 24
or 1.25 (large)
200 constant corwtant
varfaM 160 35
Controlled by a red gelatine fitter; in situ, maximum emission was 640 nm and 
half-height cut-on wavelength was 607 nm.

The decrease In sensitivity to the white test flash caused by reducing 
the size of the auxiliary field Is 0.83 log unit for the protanope, slallar 
to that for the normal subject (0.74 log unit). For the red test flash, 
however, the equivalent decrease Is of greater aiagnltude for the protanope 
(about 0.9 log unit) than for the normal subject (0.26 log unit).
Moreover, for the red test flash the decrease for the protanope is slightly 
larger than that for the white test flash, whereas for the normal subject 
the decrease Is much smaller for the red test flash than for the white.
7.2.3 Discussion
Consider first the results for $6 which are typical of normal subjects 
(see below). Sensitivity for the white test flash Is reduced by 0.74 log 
units when the auxiliary field Is made spatially coincident with the test 
field; the equivalent reduction for the red test flash Is 0.26 log units. 
Such a disparity for the two test flashes was expected to result from the 
greater vulnerability of the normal luminance system to the high 
spatial-frequency masking produced by the small auxiliary field.
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Consider now the results for the protanope, ST. First, the paradigm 
clearly reveals reduced 1ong-wavelength sensitivity (Fig. 7.2). ST*s 
thresholds for white light were within the normal range (see below), yet 
his thresholds for red light were well outside. Second, the paradigm Is 
sensitive to the loss, or severe spectral modification of, red-green 
opponent-colour pathways. The depression In sensitivity to the white test 
flash caused by the high spatial-frequency masking of the small auxiliary 
field Is similar to that for the red test flash (0.83 and approximately 0.9 
log units, respectively).
This control experlaent suggests that the siull-auxllUry-fleld 
paradign offers a sensitive and specific approach to the Investigation of 
opponent-colour and luninance function In patients with NS, or ON, or both.
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7.3 Nain experlaent
7.3.1 Methods
The experimental conditions were as described In Section 7.2.1. The 
subjects who took part In this experiment were nine patients and nine 
normal controls. The control subjects were age- and sex-matched to the 
patients. There were six females and three males In each group. Patients 
were classified according to the criteria of McDonald and Halllday (1977); 
details are given In Table 7.2. No patient had nystagmus and none reported 
difficulty In fixating. All patients had had one or more episodes of ON, 
but at the time of this Investigation none showed active ON and none had 
central scotomata. No patient had worse Snellen acuity than 6/9, except 
for patient 7 for whom It was 6/12. For the TCU test, patient 2 gave five 
tritan errors and patient 3 three tritan errors; patients 5, 6, and 7 could 
not perform the test. Normal controls all had normal colour vision and 
Snellen acuity of 6/9 or better.
Data analysis. Raw data were analysed as described In Section 7.2.1. 
For each condition the mean was then calculated for the normal group and 
for the patient group.
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Ago Sox SyaptoM Duration of 
Olsoaso (yrt)
Clatalficatlon
51 F Spinal
OM
6 Clinically 
Oofinito NS
31 n Spinal
ON
9 Clinically 
Oofinito NS
41 n ON 5 ON
48 N ON 0.5 ON
38 F ON 6 ON
26 F Spinal
ON
0.7 Early
Probablo
46 F ON 3 ON
34 F Spinal
ON
10 Clinically
Dofinito
44 F Spinal
ON
8 Clinically
Oofinito
Ttbl* 7.2 SkMmry o f c l in ic a l  data fo r patlonts «ho took part In  tho M i n  
c x p tr iM n t .
7.3.2 Msults
Th# Man rosult* for tho patitnts and for tho Mtchod nontal controls 
arc plottod In Fig. 7.3. For oach condition tho Man throshold for tho 
patlont group «as significantly highor (t > 2.75, df • 16, p < 0.01), by 
about 0.4 log unit, than that for tho nonaal group. Tho Man Incroasos In 
throshold woro nuMrically vory slallar; thor# was a rangt of only 0.08 log 
units.

For e«ch subject group the decrease in sensitivity caused by Baking the 
auxiliary field s m I I  was calculated for each test flash. For the white 
test flash the Mean decrease was 0.52 and 0.57 log unit for respectively, 
the patient group and the norBal group; for the red test flash the Bean 
decrease was, respectively, 0.17 and 0.21 log unit. For neither of the 
test flashes was the aean decrease for patients significantly different 
froB that for norMals (t < 0.38, df - 16, p »  0.05).
7.3.3 Discussion
The Mean threshold for the patient group was significantly Increased 
above that for the norwal group for every condition (Fig. 7.3). Further, 
this Mean Increase In threshold for patients was essentially the sawe for 
all conditions, inplying an equal loss In sensitivity of both the 
opponent-colour systew and the luMlnance systeB. This lack of specificity 
In iMpalraent was confirmed by the fact that In both the normal group and 
the patient group, the decrease In sensitivity to the white test flash 
produced by making the auxiliary field small was about 0.3 log units larger 
than the equivalent decrease for the red test flash. Overall, the data 
indicate that the underlying action spectra of the luminance and 
opponent-colour systems were the same for patients as for normal subjects. 
There was, however, a reduction In sensitivity of both systems of about 0.4 
log unit In the patient group. Thus, the mean results here for the patient 
group are compatible with those obtained for patient CB (Fig. 6.4).
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To summarize, the data for the patient group do not support the results 
of previous studies which suggested that either the luminance system or the 
opponent-colour system Is more Impaired In NS and ON than the other. The 
previous studies, cited in Section 1.S.2, varied from each other and from 
the present work In the experimental methodology used. Fallowfleld and
Krtuskopf (1984) (using a U s t  stiMius of dlaacter 2**, with sharp edgts, 
and of total duration 2.2 s, with the teaporal profile of a raised cosine) 
suggested that chroaiatic function Is selectively iapalred relative to 
lualnance function. The procedures they used, however, way not have given 
coaparable thresholds for the two functions; thus for chroaiatic function 
they a«asured excitation purity, whereas for luailnance function they 
Measured detection threshold. Further, the luMlnance of the chromatic 
stimuli was equated by flicker photometry for normal subjects and not for 
each patient Individually. The methodology of Nullen and Plant (1986), who 
also found a greater Impairment of chromatic sensitivity, did not have 
these complications. The test stimulus consisted of a circular grating, 
diameter 6.8*^ . The grating had the spatial profile of a 1-cycle-per-deg 
sinusoid, and the temporal profile of a 0.5*Hz sinusoid. Luminance 
contrast sensitivity was measured with monochromatic gratings, and 
chromatic contrast sensitivity with red/green or blue/yellow gratings which 
were Isolumlnant for each eye of each subject.
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The test stimuli of the two studies cited above were larger than those 
used In the present work. Thus a larger retinal area was stimulated, and 
the variations In size of neurones subserving the retina could explain the 
different results. In the human optic net^e, foveal neurones are of 
smaller average diameter than more peripheral neurones (Potts et a1.. 
1972), and In mice Infected with Semllkl Forest virus, small diameter 
fibres are preferentially demyellnated (Ikeda and Tansey, 1986). Further, 
It Is believed that. In man, neurones subserving chromatic function In the 
peripheral retina are of smaller diameter than those subserving luminance 
function. For stimuli extending Into the periphery, therefore, the 
neurones carrying chromatic Information may be more vulnerable to 
demyelInatlon than those carrying luminance Information.
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Zlsnan et «1. (1978) and Alvarez et al. (1982) found In s o m  patients 
that lualnance function Is aore affected than chroaatlc function Is; they 
used a stiMjIus of diaaeter 1^, larger than that used here. TSS curves 
aeasured « U h  a 1 deg dlaJNter test field for one patient with NS and ON 
(Chapter 6, Fig. 6.4)» however» revealed a slallar non-specific loss In 
sensitivity to that shown by the group of patients tested here with a 
saaller stiaulus. The difference between the results obtained here, and 
those of Zlsaan et al. (1978) and Alvarez et al. (1982) are probably a 
consequence of the differing tiae courses of the stlaull; those authors 
aeasured sensitivity to 1 Hz flicker (chroaatic function) or 2S Hz flicker 
(lualnance function), whereas here a 200 as flash was used for both 
functions. In the next chapter. It Is suggested that high 
teaporal-frequency response can be lapalred In NS regardless of the systea 
aedlating that response.
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8 Teaporal processing In H$ patients and nor«a1 subjects
8.1 Introduction
Data presented In Chapter 7 suggest that in NS or ON or both losses In 
foveal chromatic sensitivity are not greater than losses In foveal 
luminance sensitivity when the measures are directly comparable. There are 
reports of losses In temporal function (see Section 1.4.2), and although 
static foveal chromatic sensitivity may not be preferentially reduced, it 
Is possible that pathways carrying time-varying chromatic Information might 
be more affected by the disease than those carrying time-varying luminance 
information. For this reason, It was decided to measure critical flicker 
frequency (CFF) for a stimulus varying either In luminance content or In 
chromatic content. Luminance CFF has previously been shown to be lower In 
MS patients than In normal subjects (Titcombe and Ullllson, 1961; Daley 
et al.. 1979). CFF depends on the Intensity of the stimulus (see Section 
1.5.2) yet the abnormal results given by HS patients are not a simple 
consequence of raised luminance thresholds (Patterson et al.. 1981).
This chapter describes two experiments. In Experiment 1 the test 
stimulus was viewed foveally; In Experiment 2 It was viewed parafoveally. 
Each experiment was carried out on a separate group of patients and on a 
separate group of normals individually matched to the patients for age and 
sex. Both experiments made use of apparatus systems which gave rise to red 
and green flicker trains which were combined so as to be spatially
Experiments described in this chapter were carried out in collaboration 
with Dr R.J. Mason and Dr R.E. Jones.
supcriaposed. The two flicker trains could be presented In antiphase, thus 
providing prlnarlly chroMtIc flicker, or In phase, thus providing 
prlsarlly achroaatlc, or lualnance flicker. The two trains were balanced 
for luBlnance content (see below).
8.2 Experlaent 1
8.2.1 Methods
The apparatus used In this experlMnt was Perlweter 1 described In 
Section 2.3.1. A red and a green LED (calibrations given In Section 2.3.3) 
provided the stimuli.
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Stimuli. The chromatic stimulus consisted of a red and a green flicker 
train In antiphase (fig. 2.6). The Intensity of the green train was fixed 
at a luminance of 60 cd.m*^ throughout the measurements. The Intensity of 
the red train was equated for luminance to the green by means of a 
heterochromatic flicker match carried out Individually by each subject as 
described below. To obtain the luminance stimulus the red and green 
flicker trains used for the chromatic stimulus were presented In-phase 
(Fig. 2.6). This gave a train of alternating light (yellow) and dark 
pulses with the same time-averaged spectral and luminance content as the 
chromatic flicker train. The test stimulus was viewed monocularly and 
foveally. The end of the fibre optic guide appeared normally as a dark 
disc In the center of the background field, which was a white square, of 
side 20 deg visual angle, with luminance 290 cd.m and colour temperature 
2800K.
Procedure. The subject was Instructed to fixate the dark disc, press 
the push-button switch which Initiated a three-second flicker train, and
then report (forced choice) whether or not flicker wes seen. The 
heterochroaatic flicker M t c h  wes carried out by each subject for each eye 
as follows. The intensity of the red flicker train was varied, and at each 
Intensity the subject reported whether or not flicker was wlnlMal. At a 
suitable frequency, which varied with the subject, a s m I I  range of red 
Intensities gave '■Inlaui flicker’ responses whereas at greater or lesser 
intensities flicker was seen. Four estinatlons were »ade and the mean of 
the Midpoints was calculated to give a value for the red Intensity which 
was equal In lunlnance to the green Intensity. The red Intensity was set 
at this value for both chronatlc and lualnance CFF estiMtIons. The CFFs 
were deteralned by a Method of IlMits In which 3 ascending and 3 descending 
series of flicker frequencies were used, centred about an approxiMate 
threshold detenalned In a short practise series.
Modified Rayleigh Match. In addition to the Main experlMent, patients 
9, 11, and 19 and three norwals performed Modified Rayleigh Matches using 
the Maxwe111an«v1ew system described In Section 2.2.1, except that a chin 
rest was used to steady the head Instead of the usual bite-bar. An 
annulus, outer diameter 10 deg and Inner diameter 2 deg, wavelength 576 nm, 
-1 -2
and Intensity 6.75 log quanta.s .deg , was provided by channel 3. The 
annulus surrounded a disc of diameter 2 deg composed of 539 nm light from 
channel 2 mixed with 651 nm light from channel 1. The experimenter 
adjusted the neutral-density wedges In channels 1 and 2 until the subject 
reported that the central disc matched the annulus In colour and 
brightness. Six such estimations were made and the mean of the ratio of 
the 651 nm/539 nm Intensities was taken. These six subjects also performed 
the 100-Hue Test.
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Subjects. 20 patients took part In the experiment. 14 were female and 
six were male. Clinical details are given In Table 8.1; the classification
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Patient Age ON ns Duration of 
Disease (yrs)
Classification
1 54 ■ Spinal 30 Progressive Probable
2 32 ■ Spinal 2 Suspected
3 27 - Spinal 4 ClInically Definite
4 59 - Spinal 3 Progressive Possible
5 28 - Spinal 3 Early Probable
6 53 - Spinal 13 Clinically Definite
7 28 - Brain Stea 1 Suspected
8 63 ■ Spinal 33 Progressive Probable
9 54 - Spinal 4 Early Probable
10 42 - Spinal 2 ClInically Definite
11 28 * Spinal 8 ClInically Definite
12 45 * - 3.5 Optic Neuritis
13 46 ♦ Spinal 22 ClInically Definite
14 37 ♦ Spinal 7.5 Clinically Definite
15 50 ♦ Brain Stee 13 ClInically Definite
16 43 * Spinal 2 Clinically Definite
17 33 ♦ Spinal 7 Clinically Definite
18 43 * - 4 Optic Neuritis
19 48 ♦ Spinal 5 Clinically Definite
20 29 * Cerebellar 7 ClInically Definite
Table 8.1 SuHury of clinical data for patients who took part In 
Experinent 1.
criteria used were those of NcDonald and Halllday (1977). Eleven of the 
patients had clinically definite HS, two progressive piobable, two early 
probable, one progressive possible, two suspected, and two had optic 
neuritis only. For purposes of analysis the whole group of patients were 
considered firstly as an undifferentiated group, NS group 1, and secondly 
as two subgroups: subgroup lA comprised the first ten patients (Table 8.1) 
with no previous ON and with a acan duration (4l SEN) of disease of 
9.S(0.6) years: subgroup IB coaprised the reaalning ten patients (Table 
8.1) with previous episodes of ON and with a aean duration of disease of 
7.9(+1.8) years. All patients In subgroup lA could aake the »»asureaents 
with both eyes, hence results froa 20 eyes are available. Four of the 
patients In subgroup 16 could aake aeasureaents with one eye only, giving 
16 eyes for which results are available. None of the eyes tested had 
visual acuity worse than Snellen 6/12 and Near Vision N12. Only two eyes 
gave abnoraal responses to the TCU test: patient 16, R eye, gave 40X tritan 
errors, and patient 20, L eye, gave 30% protan and 30% deutan errors. No 
patient reported difficulty In fixation, and none had nystagaus. Twenty 
healthy subjects, watched Individually with the patient group for age and 
sex, acted as normal controls. These subjects all had noraal colour vision 
according to the TCU test, and covered a range of visual acuity similar to 
that of the patient group.
Data analysis. Raw flicker data were analyzed as described In Section 
7.2.1. For each CFF, a mean and standard error were then calculated over 
all eyes for each patient group and the normal group. Significance levels 
of differences between groups were calculated using one*ta11ed t-tests.
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Least-squares regression lines were fitted for chromatic CFF plotted 
against luminance CFF, for each patient group and the normal group. 
Correlation coefficients were calculated for chromatic CFF with luminance
CFF, chroMtIc CFF with agt, and lualnance CFF with age.
8.2.2 Results
The Bean results (♦! SEM) for each group are given In Table 8.2. The 
superscripts Indicate levels of significance for differences between 
groups. The undifferentiated MS group 1 gave a reduced aean CFF when 
compared with the noraals for both chrosatlc CFF (p < 0.05) and lualnance 
CFF (p < 0.001). Mean CFFs for subgroup lA (without previous ON) were not 
significantly different fro« those for the noneals. though they were 
slightly lower. Subgroup 16 (with previous ON) gave a highly significantly 
reduced «ean 1u«1nance CFF when coapared with that of the norvals 
(p < 0.0005); It was also significantly different fro« that of subgroup lA 
(p < 0.01). Additionally, subgroup IB had a significantly reduced 
chroaatlc CFF relative to the nonuls (p < 0.01) and subgroup lA 
(p < 0.05).
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Nor«a1 Group 
NS Group 1 
Subgroup lA 
Subgroup 18
Mean threshold In Hz 
Ltalnance CFF Chro«at1c CFF
31.6(^.8) 
27.5(il.O)* 
29.7(^.8) 
24.7(+1.8)*
20.S(^.9)
17.9(i0.7)’
19.1(i0.8)
16.4(11.2)*
Table 8.2 Cxperlaent 1: «eans (iSCN) for norval group and patient groups. 
MS group 1 comprises all patients; subgroup lA co«pr1ses those patients 
without previous ON; subgroup 18 coaprlses those patients with previous ON. 
Levels of significance for differences between groups are Indicated by the 
superscripts thus:
NS Group 1 
v. Nonaals
p < 0.001
p < 0.05
Subgroup 16 Subgroup 16
V. Nonuls V. Subgroup lA
p < 0.0005
p < 0.01
p < 0.01
p < 0.05
More detailed analysis of the CFF data is given in Figs. 8.1(a)>(d) 
where chronatic CFF is plotted against lualnance CFF for, respectively, the 
normal group, MS group 1, subgroup lA, and subgroup 18. Open circles 
indicate those eyes which have had previous attacks of ON. Evidently, 
chromatic CFF and luelnance CFF are linearly related for both normal and 
patient groups. The correlation coefficients for the normal group, MS 
group 1, subgroup lA, and subgroup IB are 0.89, 0.78, 0.43, and 0.92 
respectively. The main difference between the normal group and each of the 
patient groups lies in the gradients of the regression lines which are 
fitted to the data. For the normal group the regression line has a 
gradient of 1.063, whereas the regression lines for MS group 1, subgroup 
lA, and subgroup 16 have gradients of, respectively, 0.5S5, 0.416, and 
0.607; the difference between the gradient for the normal group and the 
gradient for each of the patient groups reaches significance (each 
p < 0.005).
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Correlation coefficients were also calculated for luminance CFF with 
age of subject, and chromatic CFF with age of subject, for patients and 
normals. MS group 1 gave very low coefficients: 0.09 for chromatic CFF 
with age; 0.06 for luminance CFF with age. In contrast, the normal group 
gave highly significant (each p < 0.001) coefficients of 0.80 and 0.81 
respectively. Other possible causes for the difference between the 
gradients, for example, Snellen acuity and red Intensity obtained in the 
heterochromatic flicker match, did not show significant correlation 
coefficients with either CFF. In the Rayleigh match, the three patients 
required more red than did the normal subjects, but only for patient 11 was 
the difference of the red/green ratio from the normal ratio significant 
(p < 0.05). The error score on the 100-Hue test for patients 9, 11, and 19 
was 138, 156, and 109 respectively, with no obvious polarity.

8.3 ExperlMnt 2
It Is possible that there lay be a differential iapairwent of fibres 
leading froa parafoveal receptors coapared with those leading froa foveal 
receptors (see Section 7.3.3). For this reason, aeasureaents of chroaatic 
CFF and luainance CFF siailar to those described above were carried out for 
parafoveal retinal sites.
8.3.1 Methods
The apparatus used was Periaeter 2 described in Section 2.3.1. The 
chroaatic and luainance stiauli were essentially as described above for 
Experiaent 1, except that, instead of LEDs, an incandescent light source 
and gelatine filters were eaployed (calibrations given in Section 2.3.3).
Stiauli. Luainance of the red flicker train was fixed throughout at 
132 cd.a*^. The test stiaulus was presented aonocularly at one of four 
locations of eccentricity 2.S deg and aziauth 45 deg to the horizontal.
The circular background field was white, of diaaeter 20 deg, with luainance 
160 cd.a*^ and colour teaperature 3060K. A central target in the fora of a 
white annulus, of diaaeter 35 ain of arc, was provided to aid fixation.
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Procedure. For this experiaent, estiaations were aade at each of the 
four retinal sites for one eye only of each subject. The heterochroaatic 
flicker aatch was as described above for Cxperiaent 1, except that the 
intensity of the green flicker train was varied so as to equate its 
luainance to that of the red flicker train. Data for chroautlc and 
luainance CFFs were then collected by the randoaized block aethod described 
in Section 2.3.4.
Subjects. Seven patients took part in this experiaent. Each «ade 
■easureaents for the four parafoveal sites, giving 26 sets of aeasureaents 
in all. All were feaale. Patients were classified according to the 
criteria of HcDonald and Halliday (1977). Clinical details are given in 
Table 6.3. Only two patients had suffered aore than one relapse and only 
one patient (No.3, Table 6.3) had active progressive deayelination. Three 
patients had clinical evidence of past ON. None of the patients had 
advanced disease, and as a whole they were representative of relatively 
benign NS (HcAlpine et al.. 1965). For purposes of analysis the whole 
group of patients were considered first as an undifferentiated group, NS 
group 2, and second as two subgroups: subgroup 2A conprised the first four 
patients (Table 6.3) with no previous visual syaiptoas and with a M a n  
duration {±\ SEN) of disease of 2.1(>1.0) years: subgroup 26 coaprised the 
reMining three patients (Table 6.3) with previous episodes of ON and a 
M a n  duration of disease of 6.0(^2.1) years. Seven healthy subjects, 
Matched Individually for age and sex with the patient group, acted as 
normal controls. No subject had visual acuity worse than Snellen 6/9 and 
Near Vision N12. All had normal colour vision as classified with the TCU 
test. No patient had nysta^ws.
Data analysis was as for ExperlMnt 1.
6.3.2 Results
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Table 6.4 shows M a n  results with standard errors in parentheses.
Levels of significance for differences between groups are Indicated by 
superscripts. The undifferentiated NS group 2 gave a marginally reduced 
M a n  luminance CFF when compared with the normal group (p < 0.05).
Subgroup 26 gave a highly significantly reduced M a n  luminance CFF relative 
to both the normal group and subgroup 2A (p < 0.005). There were no
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Fatlent Age ON NS Duration of 
Disease (yrs)
Classification
1 28 - Spinal 1 Early 
Probabie
2 30 • Spinal, 
8ra1n Stem, 
Cerebelar
5 Early
Probable
3 47 - Spinal 2 Progressive
Probable
4 48 - Spinal,
Cerebellar
0.5 Progressive
Possible
5 34 + Spinal, 
Sensory
10 Early
Probable
6 37 ♦ Spinal 3 Early
Probable
7 42 + Spinal 5 Clinically
Definite
Table 8.3 Suaaeary of clinical data for patients who took part In 
Experiment 2.
Normal Group 
NS Group 2 
Subgroup 2A 
Subgroup 28
Nean threshold In Hz 
Luminance CFF Chromatic CFF
28.8(j;0.7)
26.4(+0.9)*
28.5{±1.0)
23.5(+1.4)*
lS.5(t0.8) 
14.1(^.8) 
14.4(+1.2) 
13.9(^.9)
Table 8.4 Experiment 2: means (i$EN) for normal group and patient groups. 
NS group 2 comprises all patients: subgroup 2A comprises those patients 
without previous ON: subgroup 28 comprises those patients with previous ON. 
Levels of significance for differences between groups are Indicated by the 
superscripts thus:
NS Group 2 Subgroup 28 Subgroup 28
V. Normals v. Normals v. Subgroup 2A
p < 0.05
p < 0.005 p < 0.005
significant différences between the groups for wean chroMtIc CFF.
In Figs. 8.2(a)-(d) chroaatic CFF Is plotted against lunlnance CFF, as 
described for Experlnent 1, for the nonul group and each of the patient 
groups, and the least-squares regression lines are shown. For the nonul 
group (Fig. 6.2(a)) the correlation coefficient was 0.71. For the patient 
groups (Figs. 8.2(b)-(d)) the correlation coefficients were lower : 0.24, 
0.35, and 0.22 for the undifferentiated NS group 2, subgroup 2A, and 
subgroup 26, respectively. Nonetheless, there was an evident difference 
between the gradient for the nonul group and the gradient for each of the 
patient groups: 1.02 for the nonaal group versus 0.17, 0.51, and 0.11 for 
the undifferentiated NS group 2, subgroup 2A, and subgroup 26, 
respectively. This difference reached significance for the 
undifferentiated NS group 2 and for subgroup 26 (each p < 0.005).
8.4 Discussion
8.4.1 Luminance CFF
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Patients with NS have previously been reported as having abnonully 
lowered CFF for foveal lualnance flicker (Tltcowbe and Ulllison, 1961;
Daley et al., 1979). The results of Experlaient 1 agree with the results of 
those studies: the difference between the nonul group and NS group 1 was 
highly significant (p < 0.001). The results of Experlaent 2 extend the 
fact to lunlnance CFF detenalned for parafoveal sites: the difference 
between the nonaals and NS group 2 was also significant (p < 0.05). A 
direct comparison cannot, however, be made easily between the absolute 
values of CFF for the different regions of the retina (l.c. foveal or 
parafoveal) at which measurements were made In the two experiments. First, 
the stimulus conditions were slightly different In each experiment.

Second, the patient groups were dlsslallar: for exaaple, NS group 1, on the 
whole, had More advanced MS (10/20 of NS group 1 had clinically definite 
NS. Table 8.1, compared with 1/7 of NS group 2. Table 8.3).
An Interesting difference eeierges when the NS groups are divided Into 
those with and those without previous ON. Thus subgroups 18 and 28 (both 
with previous ON) show a large reduction In luminance CFF relative to 
normal (Table 8.2, p < O.OOOS, and Table 8.4, p < O.OOS) whereas subgroups 
lA and 2A (without previous ON) show only small reductions In luminance CFF 
which are not significantly different from normal. Indeed, there are 
significant differences between both subgroups lA and 18 (p < 0.01), and 2A 
and 28 (p < O.OOS). This finding Is consistent with the results of 
Titcombe and Ullllson (1961) that a higher percentage of patients with 
previous R8N gave low CFF values than did those without previous RBN.
Daley et al. (1979), however, found no clear differential effect of 
previous visual disturbance.
8.4.2 Chromatic CFF
It appears that chromatic CFF has not previously been measured In 
patients with MS. In the present experiment It was found that foveal 
chromatic CFF was significantly different from normal for the 
undifferentiated NS group 1 (p < 0.05). There was no significant reduction 
from normal, however, for parafoveal chromatic CFF. Possible explanations 
are as follows.
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(1) Those fibres which mediate detection of chromatic Information when 
It Is presented to parafoveal receptors might be less susceptible to 
demyellnatlon, or the damage caused by demyellnatlon, than both the 
corresponding foveal fibres and those fibres, parafoveal and foveal, which
•edUtc dttectlon of luainanct Inforvatlon (Soctlon 7.3.3).
(2) As discussed csrlfer, the two MS groups were disslaller. In 
partUulir, the patients In MS group 1, who had More advanced disease than 
those In NS group 2, wight be expected to show a greater degree of 
iHpalrwent; Indeed, over all measures, those patients who took part In 
Experiment 1 showed more significant differences, with a higher level of 
significance, than did those who took part In Experiment 2.
(3) As also mentioned previously, the experimental conditions employed 
for the two retinal regions were dissimilar.
(4) Mean chromatic CFF for normals was lower for the parafovea (15.5 
Hz) than for the fovea (20.5 Hz). This difference, 5 Hz, was both 
proportionately and absolutely greater than that for luminance CFF (with a 
mean difference for normals of 2.8 Hz). The nature of this normal 
reduction would need to be assessed using a range of test-field size (cf 
Kuyk, 1982). In the present study, the fact that chromatic CFF measured at 
the fovea was higher for normals than that measured in the parafovea may be 
the reason for chromatic CFF being wore reduced at the fovea than In the 
parafovea In NS patients. As will be argued below. It seems that the 
higher the CFF normally the greater will be the effect of demyelInatlon.
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Dividing NS group 1 Into those with and those without ON revealed a 
very similar effect for chromatic CFF to that for luminance CFF: subgroup 
lA (without previous ON) showed no significant difference from normal, 
whereas Subgroup 18 (with previous ON) gave a result which Is significantly 
different both from the normals (p < 0.01) and from subgroup lA (p < 0.05). 
Dividing NS group 2 likewise, however, did not reveal a significant 
reduction of chromatic CFF for subgroup 26.
$.4.3 RtUtlonshIp b«twt*n tK* CFFs
It U  apparent In Figs. 8.1(a)-(d) and 8.2(a)*(d) that chroMtIc CFF Is 
linearly related to liMlnance CFF for both nomal subjects and NS patients. 
It has been shown above that for nonaals this relationship depends on a 
correlation of each of the CFFs with age (each p < 0.001). A dependency of 
luRinance CFF on age has been reported previously (McFarland et al.. 1958), 
and the present results show that It also holds for chroaatlc CFF. For NS 
patients, however, the relationship between the CFFs does not depend on 
age; for exajeple, for MS group 1 the correlation between age and each of 
the CFFs were less than 0.1.
It has been shown above that NS patients obtain lower CFF than nonul, 
and this aust be an effect of de«ye11nation. The greater the degree of 
deayellnatlon then the greater the abnor«a11ty of CFF, or. Indeed, of any 
visual function (see, for exajaple, Galvin et al.. 1977). Certainly, the 
occurrence of previous ON seems to lead to greater abnormality. Degree of 
deayellnatlon Is not linked to age and, therefore, over a group of patients 
with varying degrees of deayellnatlon the effect of age on CFF would be 
suppressed. That the CFFs remain correlated aust be the result of each of 
them being reduced In a related manner.
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The original ala of these experiments was to determine whether fibres 
carrying tlRe-varylrrg chromatic Information are likely to be more impaired 
by deayellnatlon than those carrying time-varying luminance Information. A 
preferential Impairment seems not to be the case. The mean results 
(Tables 8.2 and 8.4) show that luminance CFF was more reduced than 
chromatic CFF. This Is confirmed by Figs. 8.1(a)-(d) and 8.2(a)-(d). If 
CFFs for patients had been equally reduced then the gradient of the 
regression line would have been the same as that for normals, though the
position of the date would have been shifted relative to the x and y axes. 
If chroMtIc CFF had been «ore reduced than lunlnance CFF, then the 
gradient would have changed, but It would have becoae steeper. In fact the 
gradients for the patient groups are shallower than those for the nonaals, 
Indicating that chroMtIc CFF Is less reduced than Is lualnance CFF.
The fact that luninance CFF Is wore reduced than chrowatlc CFF need not 
iMply a preferential lapalraent of those fibres carrying tlM-vary1ng 
lualnance Inforaatlon. Work on anlaal Models of deiayellnatlon (McDonald 
and Sears, 1970; Halllday and McDonald, 1977; Tansey and Ikeda, 1986) have 
shown that deayellnated nerve fibres show an Impalraent In the ability to 
transalt high frequency lapulses. In addition to an Inteneittent conduction 
block. Deaiyellnatlon aay, therefore, be thought to act as a low pass 
filter. This would cause aore attenuation of high frequency li^ulses than 
of low frequency lapulses. Irrespective of their functional origin. Thus 
lualnance CFF. slaply because It Is higher In the noraal than Is chroaatic 
CFF, would be aost reduced.
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As Indicated above, such an explanation could underlie the apparent 
noraallty of parafoveal chroaatic CFF In MS patients. In normals there Is 
a 5 Hz difference between the fovea and the parafovea for chroaatic CFF: 
the relatively low parafoveal CFF eight, therefore, not show significant 
lapalraent In patients. A aethod of testing this last point would be to 
eaploy stiaulus conditions which would result In higher parafoveal 
chroaatic CFF In normals. If it could be raised to around 20 Hz (the 
present aean foveal chroaatic CFF for normals) then one might expect It to 
be reduced when measured for MS patients.
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9 Conclusions
This chapter reviews the M i n  findings of this thesis and considers 
their inpllcatlons.
9.1 Isolation of the opponent-colour systea In nonul subjects
It was originally hypothesized that the Introduction of an auxiliary 
field spatially coincident with the test field would prove effective In 
isolating the opponent-colour systee at Increewnt threshold. In Measures 
of test spectral sensitivity (Section 3.2) use of this auxiliary field did 
result In an Increased depth of the trough at about S80 ne relative to that 
obtained on the large auxiliary field, by 0.34 to 0.47 log units. Evidence 
obtained by King-Salth and Carden (1976) for this trough being 
characteristic of the opponent-colour action spectrue was given In Section 
3.1.1. Thresholds for sleple-detectlon and colour-dlscrlelnatlon criteria 
were shown In Section 3.3 for wavelengths spanning the region of the trough 
and for a range of auxiliary-field luelnances. For simple detection the 
trough In spectral sensitivity at about S80 nm progressively deepened with 
Increasing auxiliary-field luminance and reached Its lowest values at 
auxiliary-field luminances of 3000 to 10,000 Td. where the curves were very 
close to those obtained for colour discrimination In the same experiment.
In contrast, for colour discrimination, the trough In spectral sensitivity 
reMlned fairly stable over all luminances of the auxiliary field. The 
similarity of detection and discrimination troughs at auxiliary-field 
luminances of 3000 Td or higher provided strong support for the hypothesis 
that the s m II auxiliary field secured Isolation of the opponent-colour 
system at simple-detection threshold. There Is a residual difference, even 
at 3000 Td and above, between thresholds for colour discrimination and
siaple detection at around $80 rai. It Is possible that this difference 
could be ellMlnated by «aklng the white auxiliary field teaporally 
coincident as well as spatially coincident with the test field; that Is by 
coMblnIng the techniques of Klng-Salth and Carden (1976)» Foster (1981), 
and Finkelstein and Hood (1981). For practical purposes, however,
Isolation was sufficient with the paradiga used here.
Chapter 4 described use of the s m II'auxiliary-field paradiga In 
aeasures of FSS. The field curves of the long- and aedlua-wavelength 
sensitive aechanisas were spectrally sharpened In a aanner slallar to that 
reported by Foster (1981) who used aonochroaatic auxiliary fields. Chapter 
5 reported an Investigation of the slallarlty of the test spectral 
sensitivity curve with the upper envelope of the field spectral sensitivity 
curves, when both were obtained on the saall white auxiliary field. It was 
suggested that this correspondence In shape alght result froa the action of 
unitary opponent-colour aechanisas, with a spectral sensitivity that was 
qualitatively the saae for direct aeasures and adaptatlonal aeasures of 
sensitivity. This hypothesis was assessed by aeans of varying the 
chroaaticity of the auxiliary field. It was shown that the correspondence 
of the test curve and the field curves persisted, both varying In the saae 
aanner with the adapting field. A further assessment of unitary aechanisas 
underlying the two types of curve could be aade by measuring both for a 
range of auxiliary-field luminance. The Increasing depth of trough In the 
test spectral sensitivity curve, with Increase In auxiliary-field 
luminance, should be accompanied by an Increase In the extent of sharpening 
In the L and N field curves.
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Other paradigms have been used to Improve Isolation of the 
opponent-colour system In measures of test spectral sensitivity (studies 
cited In Section 3.2.3). The test action spectra obtained with these other
paradigas apptar siallar to those obtained here with the small white 
auxiliary field. The efficacy of each paradlga could be assessed by 
comparing test spectral sensitivities for the paradigas using the same 
subjects. The saa11-aux111ary-f1e1d paradigm has an advantage over the 
other paradigms In that the stimuli can be restricted to a small retinal 
region so that detection Is mediated by a fairly hoewgeneous group of nerve 
fibres.
9.2 Opponent-processing In subjects with Inherited and acquired 
deficiencies
In Chapter 6 the sma11-aux111ary>f1eld paradigm was applied to the 
assessment of deficiencies In opponent-colour processing. Test spectral 
sensitivity was measured for a protanope and a deuteranope. The suggestion 
made by Hurvich and Jameson (1962) that dichromats lack the *red-green’ 
opponent pathway but possess three photopigments was neither refuted nor 
confirmed by the results obtained here. It was suggested, however, that 
the possession of only the L- or the N-sensItIve photopigment would, In 
Itself, result In severely spectrally modified or functionally absent ‘L-M’ 
pathways; It did not seem necessary to postulate a specific neuroanatomical 
deficiency In these pathways. Further, It was suggested that the fall In 
sensitivity to m1dd1e-to-long wavelengths In dichromats, produced by making 
the auxiliary field spatially coincident with the test field, Indicates 
normal neural connections In the dichromat's pathways.
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The small-auxlllary-fleld paradigm was also applied In the 
Investigation of post-receptoral processing In patients with NS or ON 
(Section 7.3). No differential Impairment In chromatic and luminance 
function was found. This result contrasts with the results of Nullen and 
Plant (1986) and Fallowfleld and Krauskopf (1984) who suggested that
chroMtIc function was the nore lapalred. Methodological differences could 
underly the contradictory results; In particular» the different 
test'Stlaulus sizes could have resulted In the selection of different 
groups of fibres, which In turn eay have been differentially laipalred by 
deeyelInatlon. Presenting the s t ln l l  to peripheral sites would reveal 
whether fibres subserving chrosatlc function In the periphery are 
preferentially susceptible to the effects of deeyellnatlon. For the eore 
eccentric sites, the confounding effect of stleulus size would need to be 
considered (see Kuyk, 1982; Krastel et a l . .  1983).
The results obtained In Section 7.3 also contradicted those of 
King-Salth and his colleagues, who found a differential lapalneent In 
lualnance function. The test stleulus used by K1ng*S«1th and his 
colleagues to Measure luMlnance function was flickering at 25 Hz. whereas 
In the present experieents a 200 ms flash was used. It was shown In 
Chapter 8 that teMporal-frequency response May be iMpalred In patients 
regardless of the systee Mediating detection.
9.3 TeMporal processing In Multiple sclerosis and optic neuritis
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The possibility that deMyellnatlon Might affect pathways carrying 
tiMe-varyIng chroMatIc InforMatlon More than those carrying tiMe-varyIng 
luMlnance Inforeatlon was Investigated In Chapter 8. Analysis of the 
reduction In chronatlc and luMlnance CFF In patients seemed to show, 
however, that luninance function was the more impaired. This apparent 
preferential Impairment o f the pathways carrying time-varying luminance 
Information was attributed to a general Impairment In the ability to 
transmit high-frequency Impulses, consistent with the results of animal 
models of demyellnation.
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